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A MAT AIEG0rTv

TlHAVANA POLICE

AnACK U. S.

SHOT BY DR.

(I

SAILORS

PAUL

CROWN THEE QUEEN)
OF THE MAY

J

NEXT PRESIDE!! T MUST
BE MAN TO CARRY OUT

jfT foA
U W&K

ROOSEVELT POLICIES

Shooting Grows Out of Feud Fireman Harry Lee Is Se
rlously Wounded -- Ten
of Several Months
Are Injured.
Standing.
MURDERER'S BROTHER WAS
WAS KILLED
Tragedy is a
Brownsville

Sensation-Feeli-

to
ng

Is Running High.

em-plo-

HICKS IS MAK

ING MONEY

ON

STAGE
Reno, Xev.. May 1. Miner Hicks
is coming to the front in the vaudeFriends say hla reville business.
cent attempt at suicide by throwing
himself In front of a train was plainly to give his press agent a story.
Hicks has learned the value of pub
licity. "Quit the stage?" he said
"Not much.
That little trouble with
the train only happened because I
i?t $12,000 at roulette the other night
ind I waa seeing things deuble. The
try
heat d'eiflri-- in rravrl
1

Washington, May

1.

The navy

iloods

IX ODKSSA
M.VKK MANY IIOMULKSS.
1.
Odessa, May
One
hundred
thousand people, It Is estimated, were
driven from their homes by the over-

f

Dvina
more
cause
area.

tltlittllll

S
4
DOCK LARORKUS
STH1KK IN NEW YOHK
New York, May 1. But few
slrikes marked May day in this

city.
The stevedores at Mallory and
yard line docks are out to enforce their demand for higher
wages.

OIL

COMPANIES

u

MEN

BEING SEVEN

MINES

NEWYORK

vr?

ll.Cionsrlous. but
Physicians Have Hopes of
Their Recovery.

Lone Star State Proposes to A!!

DINNER PAILS WERE
CLEANED TO LAST CRUMB
Johnstown, Pa.. May 1. Taken
from the dark recesses of the coal
mine where they had been imprisoned
for over 100 hours, the seven men
rescued from the Berwind White
mine at Foustwell are lying In th'3
hospital, physically exhausted and totally oblivious to all around them.
The men w ere reached at 10 o'clock
last night, but not brought out till
early this morning, the physicians
fearing the effects of the reaction
from strain and the sudden exposure
to outer air.
Soon after arriving at the hospital
the men were sound asleep and no
communication is allowed with them.
All had full dinner buckets when they
went into the mine Friday morning,
but this food was soon exhausted and
they felt the pangs of hunger keenly.
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SENATOR SPOONER'S RESIGNA

IT IS

ARE TAKEN

EROM JOHNSTOWN

INVESTIGATED IN

FASIHONAItlK SOCIETY
WEDDING IS NEW YORK.
Put Can on Waters-Pierc- e
New York, May 1. The wedding of Miss Anna J. Jen tier, a daugh- r,
Corporation.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. William A. Jen-neof
son
Foote,
T.
Sterling
and
Mrs. Charles B. Foote, and a grandson of the Rev. Thomas Hastings, ROGERS. ARCHIBALD AND
took place yesterday in the Madison
Rev.
church.
Square Presbyterian
PIERCE UNDER FIRE
Dr. Charles H. Parkhurst officiated.
ceremony
followed
was
The wedding
by a small reception.
New York, May 1. The American
says today that J. T. Lightfoot, assist1
I
ant attorney general of the state of
jay ;oriii WISH THE FINAL Texas,
has be mi In the city for ten
days, getting evidence to be utilized
London, May 1. In the final
In
an attempt to oust the Waters-Pierc- e
international amateur
in the
company from his state.
court tennis championship gameLightfoot Is accompanied by Judge
today, Jay Gould won from PenW . U. Allen, who is acting as his atnell, champion of 1904, in three
straight sets, each
torney.
The hearing, it is stated,
has been heard In a small room in
the Wall street district. H. H. Rog
ers, John I). Archibald, H. C. Tierce
and some subordinates, it is said, have
been examined.
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TION TAKES EFFECT TODAY

STUDENT ELECTROCUTED
BE

TO

FREE

WHILE INITIATING

IN

New Yolk. May 1. .. suit believed
to be for divorce has been begun by
Mrs. Mary Adelaide Mizner, widow of

Yerkes, against
Traction Magnate
Wilson Mizner, and Louis R.
was today appointed referee
to take testimony in the case. Mrs.
Mizner's attorneys declined to say
whether the suit was for divorce, or
not.
Speller Market.
St. Louis'. May 1. Spelter firmer.

si Denver,
iuinttiiirTii
May
K Cottrell, 4

Has-brou-

4

1.

W.

aged 2H years, of Greeley, a student of the Denver university,
became entangled with a live
wire today when trying 4o hang
in effigy a member of the fresh
man class, and was electrocuted.

s.4;i ra 6.oo.

UNCLE

AGED WOMAN ASSAULT-

THE

I

Mob

Order Negroes to
ILeave Town

Mnifuitinmn

D. ('.. May 1. Tin- of Ncuulor SMiu-take
(liN t today ami lio Mill from now on Industriously follow the law
in its
lilglit'r let el, oh In- - in Justly considered out of llu- - uhlcst lawyers tiie Mali
of , M isoon-i- n.
or tlw nuUou at largo, rter
Ho is ulrvudy in Home
(a--a inii u-- i y for ill family, u libit Ids
and will tMV4lily
wuutoriul lutic hate hitherto
liim from doing, llu hud Joined
John s. Miller,
who haw wou substantial tictories fur tlm big cirKruiiou
,
In time
and expects o win more.
pa-H-

$10,000

Ai.ked to
Show Where He Got That
Unindorsed Note.

of Five Hundred Men Williams

Greensburg, Ind., May 1. Bit- ter feeling exists against negroes
as a result ot an assault on Mrs.
an aged white woman
t Sefton,
lust Saturday night which caused
a race riot here la nlg.
.Six negroes were badly beaten,
4 one of whom may die.
The mob, composed of GOO.
men, visited all the saloon fre- quented by negroes and the fur- niture and mixtures were
ished.
The negroes found were s.?- 4 verely beaten
and warned to
4 leiive town.
The authorities finally Induced
the mob to disperse after prom- 4 ising tnat all negroea
of bad
character would be compelled to
4 luve town.

SAM WANTS TO

KNOW WHENCE CAME

ED AT GREENSBURG,

r

BELOW PAR IN SOUTH

Says

ois

de-

red between some sailors or nis snip.
who were on shore leave, and the lo
cal authorities.
While a full report of the affray
at Santiago is not yet at hand, it is
learned at the navy department that
Commander Tappan had cabled that
ten men of the personnel of the Tacoma, were Injured in an attack made
by the police of Santiago.
One, Harry Lee, a fireman, has a
fractured skull and a gunshot in the
lung, and his condition Is serious.
Others injured are not so serious.
Tappen'a dispatch states that these
men composed the liberty party of the
Tacoma, and were attacked by the police while returning to their ship at
1:30 o'clock yesterday morning.
No cause Is assigned for me auaoK,
but it is supposed that the men were
perhaps singing as sailors are apt to
do when ashore.
In almost all large ports, unless the
men are absolutely disorderly, the police let them proceed on their way
without molestation, and so far as the
naval officers here know this has been
the custom at Santiago ever since American ships have been making that
tnt Inn a nort.
The officials are at loss to conceive
the reason for the changed attitude
believe
at Santiago. They scarcely
to
that the men were very muchthey
that
are
they
certain
blame and
could not be aggressors because Commander Tappan reports that they
were "attacked" by police. The char
acter of the injuries sustained by the
men indicate that they were assaulted
with clubs, Fwords or bayonets. No
mentions was made of injury inflicted
upon the police, which is not surprising, as liberty men are not allowed to
carry weapons.

t

STOCK IS AWAY

Hitchcock Has Something Up His Sleeve-IllinUncle Joe" Cannot Be Nomlnated-Republlca- ns
Must Be Up and Doing.

partment has received a cablegram
from Commander Wood, of the Dixie,
at Havana, transmitting a reportfrom Commander Tappan, of the Gunboat Tacoma. now lying at Santiago.
Cuba, stating that trouble had occur

r

flowing Dnelper, Dnelster and
rivers.
The Inundations are
widespread than usual and
great distress over an enormous

WILLIAM TAFT'S

NEWS WITH ANKIETY

the Fear Maintained That Havana
Authorities Have Suddenly Become Opposed to Americans.

Center, Texas. May 1. Carroll B.
Short, a prominent attorney of this
place, whs shot and Instantly killed
here last night by Dr. Paul.
The shooting grew out ot a feud of
In Deseveral months' standing.
cember last a brother of Dr. Paul wasy
negro
In
by
a
the
shot and killed
of Short and his brother, while
Paul was leading a posse which was
attempting to arrest the negro.
It was alleged at the time of the
killing that It was Instigated by the
Shorts as the outgrowth of political
matters.
Public feeling ran high at the tlm?
and the military had to be called out
to prevent violence.
The negro was tried and executed
within a few hours.
The shooting last night Is thought
t have been a direct result of the
former affair.

MINER

NAVY DEPARTMENT AWAITS

BY NEGRO

Sequel

Realizing This Administration Is Busy
Lining Up Party Organization
for Such a Candidate.

4

4

4

j

4
4

j
4
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Will be

Washington, D. C. May 1. Re
alizing that in politics nothing should
be taken for granted, the adminis
tration has begun early to line up the
party organization In various states
with a view to insuring the nomination at the republican national con
vention a man In sympathy with the
policies or Theodore Roosevelt.
Republican managers
have lust
come to this conclusion, at conferences held In Washington with the
president, and surface campaigning
may be expected at any time.
There is reason to believe that the
president is not as sanguine as he
was a month or so ago that William
Howard Taft ot Ohio, can win out in
the convention next year. His alliance with Governor Hughes is Interpreted here as a move In the direction of making certain that the
delegations from big states like New
York shall support a Roosevelt candidate. Down south Secretary Taft
Is said to be unpopular.
A republican leader, prominent in the administration and a potent factor in party
affairs, expressed the opinion today
that even with the support of the
president Mr. Taft's boom is encountering headwinds in the south.
"The president could doubtless control the south for himself." this leader said, "but it Is my belief that he
can not throw his southern support
to Taft."
The administration knows full well
why Taft Btock is below par among
republican leaders in the south. A
year ago the distinguished
Ohioan
went to North Carolina to make a
speech at the republican convention
TO
In that state. His theme was the distribution of federal patronage. With
characteristic frankness. Mr. Taft told
the republicans of North Carolina,
L
and he made it plain, too, that he
was talking to the republicans of the
south generally, that the principles
and policies of the party would make
progress in Dixieland 11 all
Clancy Party Given Short In greater
the federal jobs. wr, flll-v- j with dem
This sort of talk displeased
terv!ewRoosevelt Knew ocrats.
the southern republicans. They were
furious over it. It was about as
palatable to them as nicotine to an
AH Facts In Case.
elephant.
When Frank H. Hitchcock, first assistant postmaster general, returns to
INCIDENT CLOSED THEN
Washington. It Is understood he will
a
unfold that may effect a radiHE SAID GOOD DAY caltale
change In the political plans of
Mr. Hitchcock,
the administration.
it can be stated on authority, has
been bluntly told by many southern
leaders that It would be better for
Special to The Evening (,'ltlzen.
the administration to perfect organiWashington, D. C, May 1.
In that section without regard
zations
atNelll B. Field, Albuquerque
to Taft, that for the time at least
torney, was seen by a newspaTaft should be forgotten. Within the
per correspondent last evening
week or so, It Is expected, the adat the New Wlllard hotel, where
ministration will cease talking in favthe Clancy party la Btopping.
or of any particular candidate, and
"I do not object to cooling my
Its energies to making it clear
devote
heels In a hotel corridor these
to republicans throughout the coundays." he said when asked
try that while the president has no
about his Inability to see the
choice of men he very much desires
president on yesterday.
that the party standard next year
The Clancy party was received
shall be placed in the hands of one
at the White House this morning.
policies of
favorable to the
They shook hands with the pres"progression" that have marked me
ident. He told tnem that Gov.
Mr.
of
Roosevelt.
administration
Curry was 11 personal appointment, and that as he had oeen
Taft Boom Iloaches Crisis.
absent from New Mexico for
That the Taft boom has nearly
eight years he would not be afreached the crisis in Its career is
filiated with any faction.
the belief of observing politicians In
The president also assured the
comWashington. The Foraker-Dlc- k
excited Hagerman advocates that
bination, according to advices just
!overnor Curry would give New
Mexico clean honest government,
the statements of the Hagerman
advocates to the contrary notwithstanding.
Mr. Field, who is a democrat,
then wanted to pass that feature
of the affair and take up the
question of Hagerman's removal.
politely but
president
Tile
firmly Informed the Clancy party
was
a closed Inthat the matter
cident and that he did not propose to further discuss any phase
of it. He stated that he was In
full possession of all the facts
and the circumstances governing
his actions in the matter.
then politely
Tha president
thanked the gentlemen for calling to pay their respects.
"Good day," he said smiling
as only President Roosevelt can
smile.
"Good day," said the members
of the Clancy party.
Thus the removal of H. J. Hagerman as governor was filially
made a closea inciaent.
-- 4:

recleved here. Is making headway in
Ohio. That augurs ill for Taft.
The
south, as stated Is unfriendly to the
secretary of war. Fairbanks controls Indiana, and he may have Illinois behind him In the event that
the republicans of the Sucker commonwealth conclude that "Uncle Joe"
Cannon can not be nominated.
For
the sake of argument, those who take
a pessimistic view of the outlook, so
far as the administration is concerned, say that It is by no means a certainty that Roosevelt delegates will
be elected In New York. One of the
chapters of the 15,000,000 conspiracy
story went on to say that favorlta
sons were to be brought out in a
number of states, to the end that the
nomination of a Roosevelt man might
oe forestalled.
Senator Fhnander C.
Knox is Pennsylvania's favorite son
year,
as he will be next year.
this
Mr. Knox's friends have not Hesitated to express their resentment at
the implied suggestion that the Pennsylvania leaders are leagued with tha
conspirators.
For this reason the
situation in Pennsylvania Is not as
bright for the administration as it
should be, still taking the view of the
pessimistic.
South lias 201 Delegates.
The south will have 264 votes In
the republican national convention,
distributed among the states as follows: Alabama 22, Florida 0, Georgia 26, Mississippi 20, Louisiana 18,
North Carolina 24, South Carolina
18, Tennessee 24, Texas 36. Virginia
24, Maryland 16, Kentucky 26.

PRESIDENT

Taft rnHpular

In 8011th.

In addition to the unpopularity of
Secretary Taft in the south, the administration has another unfavorable)
condition to contend with there. Tha
negroes of the country are bitter in
their denunciation of the president
for his action In discharging the solinfantry on
diers of the twenty-fift- h
a charge of "shooting up" the town
of Brownsville. This resentment. It
Is saJd. wlU extend t an't, mai ibi.
may be favored by Mr. Roosevelt ioi-thNegro
presidential nomination.
votes don't count much In the south
on election day, but they are useful
when delegates to a republican convention are being named. For example, negroes have a good deal to
say In the election of delegates In
Mississippi and South.
Louisiana,
Carolina. Delegations from Georgia,
Alabama and Florida are as a rule
mixed in color, while in Kentucky,
Tennessee, Virginia, Maryland and
Texas, the organizations are In control of the whites. A reference to
the above table will show that the
states where the colored brother Is
something of a factor are quite strong
numerically In the national convention. Arkansas, it should be remembered, also has a habit of sending
some negro delegates to republican
conventions. The attitude
national
of the negroes toward the administration causes deep concern on tha
part of its friends and supporters.
With trouble in the south, uncertainty In Ohio,
Fairbanks making
progress in his hunt for delegates,
the president and his advisers are
keenly aware that If Mr. Roosevelt is
to see the realization of his ambition
thnt he shall be succeeded by a man
after his own heart, taking It for
granted that the republican candi-- I
date will win. everybody interested
must be up and doing.
e

.
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FOUR STORY BUILDING
BURNS

CHICAGO

Two Hundred Panic Stricken Women
Rush For Crowded Fire Escapes.

Loss of Life Uncertain.
Damage $40,000.

C'AI'ITOL'S

STATU All Y

Chicago, May I. Twenty women
were Injured In a tire that broke out
at No. 255 Wabash avenue today.
The first floor of the building was
occupied by the Stroy & Clark I'iano
company arid the three upper floors
were occupied by the Lotus Lunch
club, a place patronized exclusively
by women, and when the alarm of
tire was sounded this latter place became the scene of a panic.
The 200 women in the place rushed
for the stairways and tire escapes.
The latter became crowded and sev
eral women lost their hold on
handles and fell to the street

HALL IS ItKSTOUED.
Washington, D. C, May 1. A large
number of workmen have been engaged for some time on the capltol
building "restoring it." It is about
finished today. The walls of Statuary
hull, which were painted In Imitation
of Italian marble, have had the paint
scraped off and the natural sandstone tlnlsh restored. Two of the old
starways running from Statuary hall,
which was the hall of the house until 18G9, to the former men's and
women's gallery have been dlscov-te- d
and are reopened, thus making below.
it possible to look down as visitors
did in the old days, on a hall which
These stairct ntres rich memories.
ways are worn deeply by the feet of
thousands. This hall is purely Grec- LOST
ian in design, and Is said to be the
moHt beautiful legislative hall in the
w tid.

Harrisburg, Pa., May 1 More testimony on the transaction by which
S. Marshall Wil.lams. of Pittsburg
the unsuccessful bidder for $:',0o0,o00
worth of electrical fixtures in tha
state capltol, wa-- i loaned $10,000 on
an unindorsed note last August, will
be taken up by the capltol luvesti-- i
gution commission this week,
c
Several Pittsburg people have been ( I T IV
UY imiTlSll UOVKHNHIONT.
subpoenaed and will, it is said, tes-- I
Loudon, May 1. The cut In post-iigtify that Williams boasted of where
to Canada, goes Into effect today,
and how he got tills money and to
lnfjr-matiou
it applies to niugazines, newspapers.
whom he also furnished other
and
traiie Journals, between Great
pertaining to the contract.
Britain and Canada. The rate is reduced to two cents a pound, instead
Moiw-Market.
of the present of eight cents a pound,
New Yolk, May 1. Money on call thus putting Great Britain lit a more
firm, 2(!j.4 percent; prime mercantile favorable position than an
other
puper i it ti per cent; silver 65 7i.
country.

Uk-iro-

$100,000 HI

SIEVE GALLION

OKLAHOMA

UkUhom.i
N'orUu-r-

City.

May

I.

The:

London, May

Cunadini liver and Light - u"
and
are receding rapidly and

tiing Creek
the tl.Mtd situation i.i this vicinity is
greatly improved today, llu; one per Forty
son remains unaccounted for.
famllt.'s ara homeless, however, and
the I jtI U etimnted at J 100.000,

WINS

AT

CITY:

!'sta;k to wuiv

tt

It is not believed, huweier, that
many are lataliy injured, but this
has not been definitely established as
yet.
Mis. Celecia Malaney. one of the
proprietors of the lunch room, wha
was rescued by firemen, declare that
Ht least one employe and several patrons, lost their lives la the bulldlnf,
but so tar firemen have been uuaoie
to rind any bodies.
Miss Mary Studemeyer. who was
thought by Mrs. MaUney to hive perished, escaped badly injured.
The
loss on the buildings and contents is
estimated at $40,000.

1

T
At Newmarket

t

li'04, distance
fillies fouleM
,,y sllt.ve (jUllo:
,me I1Uei wa
second,
Llmicre,
third.
and
Heionia.
Ten horses ran. Galliou a the fav- !.'

mite and made all thd running, and
Danny
won easily by three
Maher. the Ameiicaft jockey, rod4
BezouU.
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SUPPLIES

Classified Advertisements

"THE MERRY WIVES

FEEDERS

BATH

VK1NKIMY.

40 PER

MAY 1. 1907.

OFT

GREAT

CENT

11

and
LASTWEEK

Toilet Accessories
WANTED.
Woman at

PERSONAL

PROPERTY

Elicit Ringing
Applause From
Packed House.

Student-Actor- s

IXAN8

Sonps,
Nail
Ilath Brushes,
Cattle Suppy Liberal -- Sheep
WANTED
Scissors,
Brushes, Manicure
avenue.
Receipts Increase. Prices
Corn Files,
Corn Plasters,
The third annual play of the draWANTED A round top writing desk.Shampoo Creams, Hnlr Tonics,
Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
N. H. Andrus, 110 West Gold ave- On
matic
club of the I'niversity of New
Decline.
Powders,
Waters
Toilet
Talcum
Horses, Wagons and other Chattel,
Mexico. "The Merry Wives of WindEtc, Etc.
WANTED At once, girl In office, also on SALARIES AND WARB
sor," Shakepeare's excellent comedy,
must write pood plain hnnd. The HOUSE RECEIPTS, a low as 111
Kansas City Stock Yard". April 29. was put on at the Elks' opera house
Co.
Laundry
Imperial
ar
and aa high aa 1260. Loan
The cattle supply continues liberal. last night and from a financial, hisWANTED At once, bridge men. pile quickly made and strictly
prlvaU
4;,ono head last week, an Increase trionic and social standpoint the efdriver and carpenters. Colburn's lime: One month to one year given
12,(MI0
of
head over the correspondof the young men and women reEmployment Agency, 109 West Sil- Goods remain In your
possession
ing week last year, and the market forts
In great success.
ver n ven lie.
up about steady all week, except sulted
held
are
rates
Our
reasonable.
Call
and
The comedy Is too well known by
wanting stylish see us before borrowing.
WANTED Ladle
on stockers and feeders, which broke local theater-goer- s
to necessitate
a
millinery and dressmaking, call on
25 to 40 cents. Today's supply is 11,. synopsis of the play, but while It Is
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Second
Miss Crane, 512 North
on
head,
000
a
market
lower
woshade
familiar, still the young men and
Also appren- Steamship tickets to and from a
street. Prices low.
killing steers, steady on others; stock men who Interpreted the various parts
parts of the world.
'Phone 944.
tice wanted.
stronger
ers
put life into the characters, and the
.the
feeders
than
and
second-han- d
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
Gentleman's
WANTED
Country grades audience spent an enjoyable evening.
close of last week.
316 West Railroad Ave.
of
clothing. No. 61 S South First
sold slowly last week, on account
When the curtain went up at 8:30
PRIVATE OFFICES.
absence of buyers, and prices closed o'clock the theater was packed.
street, south of viaduct. Send adWhile no Individual star la menOpen Evening.
the week 35 to 60 cents below the
dress and will calL R. J. Sweeney,
best time two or three weeks ago. tioned on the program, the stellar
proprietor.
belong
honors
of the performance
Shipments from the range country
WANTED Position as job composl-to- r PROFESSIONAL CARDS
rightfully to Klwood Albright, who
during
last
have
limited
the
been
In good office.
First class man.
role of Sir
week, and sales of Colorado cattle handled the
Falstaff. Mr. Albright evidently
Don't drink and can give best of
were at $5.15 for 1,122 pound killers, John
LAWYERS.
n
performance
witnessed
of
the role
references. Man of family. Would
$1.25 to 14.60 for heifers, a few caji- - by
Occidental Life Building, Cor.
Louis James, who l now touring
prefer to work under contract.
$3, stockers and feeders
cows
ner
at
.
make-upM.
Bond.
It,
Ira
for his
actions and
with
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
$3.90 to $4.80, bulls $3.85, stags $4. voice
ATTORNEY AT LAW, It F.Bt
reminds one a great deal of
La. State salary when writing.
75 cents to $1 last week, Mr. James.
Calves
broke
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions
now selling at $3.50 to $5. no.
Mood
FOK RENT.
The comedy parts of Justice Shalcopyrights,
caveats
land patents,
rains have fallen over Kansas City low, Abraham Slender, Doctor Calus
FUR RENT Two rooms for light letter patents, trade marks, claims
days,
during
two
territory
the
last
and
John Rugby were adequately tak214
housekeeping.
South Walter.
which will give new life to the grass. en care of by Kirk Bryan, Hugh BryH. W. D. Bryan.
FOR RENT Two rooms for
Improve
will
demand
and
the
A
an,
further
John Tascher and Clarence Heald,
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
517 South Broad-waTotal all of whom won their share of apfor country grades of cattle.
que, N. M. Office, First National
April
receipts
of
cattle
for
the
month
plause
and laughter.
Bank building.
FOR RENT Two all new housekeepshow a gain of 20 per cent over April
Miss Dolores Hunlng made a dainty
ing rooms, well furnished, includE. W. Dobson.
last year, and set a new high mark and pretty Mistress Anne Page, and
ing electric lights, water and bath;
for April cattle receipts at this mar- Miss Lillian Scottl made a handsome
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Offiea
south and east front 114.00. 619 Cromwell block. Albuquerque, N. M
and vivacious Mrs. Ford. Miss Isabel
ket.
GolE. P.
West Railroad avenue.
The high prices that have recently Niven was superb as Mrs. Page.
Messrs.
Bernard Crawford, Lawden.
been paid for sheep and lambs have
DENTISTS.
's
Lee and Walter Allen as
attracted fairly good receipts, and th. rence three
FOR RENT Light, airy,
henchmen, were a curious
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
demand Is not so urgent as it was a looking
rooms for rooming or light
parts
handling
trio,
with
their
week ago.
Prices declined slightly
housekeeping.
All rooms open
Dental Surgeon.
much credit. The other members of
last week on receipts of 31.000 head the
Price, $1 per
lng on the outside.
Rooms 2 and 8, Barnett building
I'niversity
Dramatic
club
took
who
for the week, and the market is 10c part were: Kenneth Heald.
Minneapolis House, over O'Rlelly's drug store. Phont
week and up.
Frank
lower today, run 10,000 head. Bulk Light,
A. T. Devore, No. 744. Appointments made by mali.
624 South Second.
Joseph
Scottl,
Ross.
Edmund
of lambs sold today at $8.20 to $8.40,
Proprietor.
Cannon, Era Holdt and Miss
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
a few spring lambs at $10 per cwt., John
May (rwens.
FOK SALE
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Offict Clergyman Says Beware of clipped lambs $7 to $7.25, clipped
fairy and hobgoblin dance at
ewes $5.25 to $5.50, wethers $5.85 to theTheconclusion
FOR SALE Party will sacrifice type- hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:J
of the comedy, supShip
$6.10,
ewes
wooled
$6.35.
Address p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap
writer, good as new.
posed to take place In Windsor garJLong Woolngs For They
to
be
will
ments
Typewriter, care Citizen office.
Texas
from
have
polntments made by mall.
den, was finely executed with colored
depended on for the supply within a lights. Those who
FOR SALE Five lots by the railroad
took part In it
Generally End Sadly.
short time, as fed stuff is nearly all were:
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
track and two on south Broadway
In,
great
no
as
run
and
from th
Sedillo, Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
by the hospital.
Rafael
Fairies Misses
Dolores Hunlng,
south is looked for. the market is Edith Harrison, (Iladys McLaughlin.
731 South Broadway.
Occidental Life Building. Tele
likely
to
film.
remain
Hrison,
Hubbs, Marion
Jean
Janet
FOR SALE Underwood typewriter, phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
RULES ON HOW TO
Franklin. Ruth Ooss.
good as new, cheap; new InternaHobgoblins Messrs. Kenneth Heald
DR. R. L. HUST.
Week's Sale.
tional Encyclopaedia, new, cheap,
Bernard Crawford. Lawrence Lee,
Office,
8, N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Kansas City Stock Yards. April 26. Clarence
W. E. Mllliken. Library building.
Heald, Edmund Ross, RobTuberculosis treated with High
Representative sales of fed western ert Holliday.
SECURE A WIFE
FOR SALE At the "Variety" The Frequency
Electrical
sheep and lambs here this week:
Current
and
bread,
very best of home-bake- d
Accompanist for Fairy Drill, Miss
.Monday, April 22.
pies,
baked Germicide. Treatments given each
cakes, doughnuts,
Hesselden.
Darnall & p., Lamar, Colo, 812 Lillian
beans, soup, candy, etc.; all home- day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
While considerable praise is due
81
pounds,
unbs.
$8.65.
Both phones. Some Don'ts on Good Authority.
Also staple groceries, dry nurse in attendance.
the young people for their artistic
made.
A. J. Speer, Ijis Animas, Colo., 4H;i portrayal of the different parts. Prof.
goods and notions. 506 South Arno.
70 pounds, $8.60.
lambs,
DRS. BRONSON & BHONSON,
H. ("rum, the dramatic director,
John
Phone 710.
Girls Avoid Late Hours and
C. K. DeLntig, Rocky Ford, Colo, deserved the greatest creu.t for his
70
741
18.
pounds,
60.
lambs,
Homeopaths.
untiring work of the past several
LOST.
Buggy Rides.
VaiiHurn & Son, Rocky Ford, Colo , months drilling the student-actorOver Van's Drue Store. 'Phone
LOST
Between Highland Pharmacy Office
491 lambs, 76 pounds, $8.60.
and
residence,
628.
and South Walter street, a necklase
Beatty Bros., Manzanola, Colo., Ia8
DR. J. N. WARNER. V. 8.
of gold beads. Please return to
lambs, 79 pounds, $8.60.
When Vntlr snlmnll fir, olnlr vm. t
Highland Pharmacy and receive reBeatty Bros., Manz.tnola, Colo., 59j
FATHER
IDVICH
OF
need a good veterinary surgeon. CaK
ward.
ewes, 83 pounds, $6.25.
AMiELO TO MOTHERS
up me via renaoie. fnone ino. 4Z.
O. W. Sherman,
NOTICE OF SPECIAL. ELECTION.
Granada, Colo.,
FOR THIS DAY
"If a young man keeps com- 1.055 lambs, 74 pounds, $8. 60.
UNDERTAKER.
pany with your daughter six or
By Authority of the City Council of
W. Sherman, (iranada. Colo,, 221
tl.
seven months wltnout express- Auto, phone 316.
breeding ewes, 73 pounds, $8.55.
Colo., Red 11
the City of Albuquerque, N. M,
lng his Intentions, then it is time
L. Jacobs. Lamar, Colo., 520 lambs,
King of England
638
forbids
A. ROItDERS.
point
you
a
it
an
should make
4 that
Notice is hereby given that
3 pounds. $8.55..
sailing of eight vessels, ready to deCommercial Club .building.
Black
e.
to ask him.
tion, wi be held In the city of
A. Buck,
Gratiada, Colo., 1.'!'7 part for America, and saii to have
or White hearse, it.
New Mexico, on Saturday,
Oliver Cromwell,
lambs, 75 pounds, $8.55.
John Hampden,
May 4, 1907, between the hours of
M.
Rocky Ford, Colo, and their noted Puritans on board.
Harson,
F.
ARCHITECT'S
congress
9 o clock a. m. and 6 o clock p. m.,
1600 First
American
1.
New York, May
The recent 124 lambs, 76 pounds, $8.55.
of said day, at the following voting
7
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
F. M. Harson. Rocky Fold. Colo.. meets at New York when a conferBar
talk of the Rev. Fath'
respectgovernors,
places:
ence of colonial
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M er Angelo to the women of Flushing, 3:i6 ewes. 82 pounds, $6,411,
is
In which he laid down a code of rules
First Ward City Hall.
I. L. Thompson. Las Animas, Colo., ing the safetv of the colonies,
phones.
Both
held.
on courtship, has provoked a veri
Ward Office of Chas.
Second
405 lambs, 73 pounds, $8.50.
1810 Congress passes the Macon's
Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
table conversational storm in tha.t
(!. Terpenlng, Prowers, Colo., 4!'"
NOTARY PUBLIC.
No. 2 act, pledging to prohibit Ameriquiet Long Island village.
Third Ward Office of E. H. Dunlambs. 60 pounds, $8.45.
can
trade with the other country if
was
lecture,
delivered
which
bar, corner of Third street and Gold
The
Thofl. K. D. Maddlnon.
P. 10. Manuel, (iranada, C"!o., oi'J
either France or Englash shall reduring the mission being held by the lambs,
avenue.
Office with W. B. Childert.
75 pounds, $8.55.
Hi
edicts.
Passionlst Fathers at St. Michaels
Fourth Ward At office of George West Gold avenue.
Emporia. Ki.vi., 401 voke863offensive
W. Hatcher,
Beginning
of four days
church, so stirred the hearts of the clipped wethers, 114 pounds, $6.1o.
South
R. Craig, Justice of the
132.OH0
struggle
at
young
Chaiuellorsville:
people
the
have
reached
that
Mcpherson,
HAIR DRESSER A?TO CIIIROPO "keeping company" stage
Third street.
Bros.,
Cottingham
that several Kan., 3n4 clipped iambs, 71 pounds, federals under deneral Hooker, and
At which said election the question
DIST.
65.000
deneral
under
engagements have already been re
confederates
of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
.25.
Lie.
deneral Stunewall Jackson
anil it Is predicted that mat" Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No ported
A. M. Ooslin, Ciand Junction, Cnlo., fatally wounded by his
men.
own
Flushing
in
rimony
will
this
nourish
of the said City of Albuquerque, New 209 West Railroad avenue, is pro- summer.
4V6 clipped ewes, 06 pounds. $5.50.
Federal losses during the four days.
Mexico, to erect and build a city pared to give thorough scalp treatI uextluy. April j:t.
!',762
wounded,
an
I.606
and
killed.
on park benches
Wooing
building, will be submitted to the ment, do hair dressing, treat corns evening, holding hands in cozyof
Rentty Bros., Manzanola, Colo.,
H
prisoners. Confederate loss, 1,- qualified voters of said city, who are bunions and
64! killed. !M6 wounded, 1,708 pris
and prolonged goodbys at the 1,027 lambs, 78 pounds, $8.6".
nails. She
Colo..
the owners of real or personal prop- gives massage Ingrowing
Rockv
Ford.
2!t
Yanllorn.
oners
anil missing.
some of the tilings to which
treatment and man! Mate areAngelo
1. unlis,
erty, subject to taxation, within the
76 pounds, $8.55.
18H'I The world's Columbian exobjects.
Fattier
curing.
Mrs.
own
prepara
Bambini's
Presisaid City of Albuquerque, New Mex
F. M. Harson. Rocky Ford. Colo., position is formally opened.
Seriousness of Courtship.
tion of complexion cream builds ur
dent Cleveland presses the electric
76 pounds, $8.55.
ico.
"For your own good," he said, ad 231C. lambs,
key
puts
all
instantly
in
which
motion
Coio.,
Iicl.ong.
Rocky
In witness whereof I have hereunto the skin and Improves the complex- dressing
Ford.
the young women, "1 cannot Iambs, 71 pounds, $8.55.
tht vast machinery of the fair.
set my hand and caused to be affixed ion,, and is guaranteed not to be in
In
strong
too
objections
make
these
18:14
Coxey's army enters Washthe seal of the City of Albuquerque, jurious. She also prepares a half your mind. Courtship Is a serious
A. J. Speer, Las Animas, Colo.,
ington; the "general" Is not allowed
New Mexico.
tonic that cures and prevents dan- proposition and should not be con lambs, 80 pounds, $8.55.
a demonstration at the capito
make
FRANK McKEE.
C. Davis, Lamar, Colo., 1.2,1 lambs.
druff and hair falling out; restore sidered lightly. f)n it Is dependent
tal, and the army rapidly diminishes.
Mayor.
life to dead hair; removes mole
more serious consequences and 65 pounds, $8.15.
the
1 X98
Dewey destroys
Attest:
H. S. Smith. Bliss. O. T ,!4 vom- - Spanish Commodore
responsibilities
The 1111111
of marriage.
warts and superfluous hair. Also
fleet at Manila: American
67
pounds,
lambs,
HARRY F. LEE.
I'.kV
be
period
courtship
not
of
should
loss, six men slightly wounded.
face powder, a freckle cure and plm
City Clerk.
K. K. Oil). Recce. Kan.. 311 dipped
longer than seven months at most.
pie cure and pile cure. All of thes
(SEAL.)
84 pounds, $7.25.
lambs.
Angelo
because
said
that
Father
preparations
are purely vegetable
K. K. Sill, Reece. Kan., .2 clipped
First publication April 3. 1907.
the great freedom of the young
o
compounds. Have Just added a vl of
Get More
woman of today her path was full of ewes, 106 pounds, $5.60.
1). A.
brator machine for treatment 01 danger signals.
Porch. Missouri. 1'.'2 rut-- .
NOTICE FOR PTTiLICATION.
from
Your Food.
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
"Avoid late hours, buggy rides and 82 pounds. $6.5n.
through
lonely places." he
walks
W. Hatcher. Kmporia. Kan.. 6D2
is
palm
also
used
for
rheumatism,
Department of the Interior, Land
continued. "The calling hours for a clipped wethers. 115 pounds, $6.10.
massage.
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March 26 and
young man keeping company should
Reece,
K. A. Mosley,
Kan.. !'o
HEW the Bowels are filled
1907.
lie from 8 to 10.30 o clock, no longer
lipped wethers, !'8 pounds. $6. In.
FORT BAYARD. N. M.. Mav 1. and
with undigested food we
to
or
more
Notice is hereby given that George 1907.
no
extra
half
hours
WcdnoMliiy.
April
21.
Proposals
triplicate
in
for the say
Kiroehima, of Laguna, N. M., ha
may be a great deal worse
W. L. Hooth. F.dgerton. Kan, 47'.'
post
construction
and
election
this
at
filed notice of his intention to make of
he father also objects to parents clipped ewes, 101 pounds. $5.65.
300,0(10 gallon steel water
c ff
than if we were half
tank leaving
young men
parlor
proof in support of hlJ anda trestle,
when
the
final five-yeMexico,
New
H.
Kaufman.
will be received here until call upon their daughters, nor should
starved.
claim, viz.:
Homestead entry No 11a. m., June
pounds.
goats,
71
1, and then opened. In
$3.tt5.
C843. made September 12. 1902, for formation furnished on application. the young lovers, he said, sit so close
Eecause food that stays too lcr g in
Since Wednesday receipts have been
the sofa engrossed in conversation small
NW M, and L
the N 4 NW U SV
and quality medium, includinu the Bowels decays there, just as if it
states reserves right to accept on
they forget the flight of time.
SW 14. section 18, township ornlted
NW
any or all proposals. En that
$7
$7.45.
to
at
clipped
reject
lambs
western
7 N, range 4 W, and that said proof velopes containing proposals should be Sometimes, Father Angelo said, they
$8.35, flayed too long in the open air.
at
wooled lambs
forget and hold hands. He does not
will be made before Silvestre Mira marked ' Tank and Trestle ' and ad approve
yearlings $6.75, ewes
clipped
western
Well, when food decays in the Bowels,
of
this.
Rafael, N. M., on May 6, 1907.
dressed to Captain S. P. Vestal, Quar
Courtship,
he went on, Is for $6.35.
delayed and overdue action, what
through
He names the following witnesses lermaster.
45 hav fed killers, 1.122 pounds.
the purpose of learning the disposl
to prove his continuous residence
happens?
tion and qualities of the one you in $5.15.
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
FORT RAYARD, N. ..1.. MAY 1
to marry. It is the young wovis: Charles Carr, Lorenzo Romero, 1907. Seuled proposals in triplicate tend
party
duty to learn that her suitor
o;ri:nsion
Juan Palle, Jose M. Caco, all of La for sinking and walling a brick well Isman's
not addicted to the gambling or
The millions cf little Suction Pumps
oi l
hawaiian islands.
guna, N. M.
15 feet In diameter, 45 feet deep, at drink habit and Just whether he will
Francisco, May 1. The con- that line the Bowels and Intestines then draw
San
MANUEL R. OTERO.
this post, will be received here until make a proper husband. And as the gressional
party that will visit Hawaii
11 a. m., June 1, and then opened young man seeks to learn the other's on
Invitation of the legislature of Poison from the decayed Food, instead cf
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Information furnished on application temper and conduct he would best thattheterritory
sailed yesterday on the the Nourishment they were Intended to
Department of the Interior, Land United States reserves right to accept see her at her home with her family transport
liuford. which will, after draw.
Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. March 26. or reject any or all proposals.
En and friends.
party
landing
at Hawaii, go on
the
velopes containing proposals should
1907.
This Foison gets into the blood and, in
to China with supplies for the famine
What Mother Should lfc.
Notice Is hereby given that Antonio be endorsed "Proposals for Well" and
of Chli.a. The party is In time, spreads all over the body, unless the
"It is your duty to take an interest stricken
Palle, of Laguna, N. M., haa filed no addressed to ("apt. S. P. Vestal, Quar
R.
on
McClellan,
in your daughter's courtship," he said charge of tleorge
tice of his intention to make final five- - termaster.
to the mothers, "and ascertain some-tin- g behalf of the delegates from Hawaii, Cause of Constipation is promptly removed.
year proof in support of his claim
consists of Senator Samuel H.
That cause of Constipation is Weak, or
of Its progress after a few and
Bitten by a Knitter.
Homestead entry No. 6842
vis.:
of Washington; Representative
Long courtships are almost Piles,
Bowel Muscles.
La:y
made February 12, 1902, for the t? a Through blood poisoning caused by months.
Iowa,
wife;
V.
of
Hepburn,
P.
with
spider bite, John Washington, of always harmful In more ways than A. B. ("apron and wife, of Rhode IsV, NW '4 section 28, township 6 N
grow flabby
When your
I n less there Is very good rea
Tex., would have lost his one.
range 5 W, and that said proof will Bosqueville,
son for them they are apt to Injure land; E. R. Hamilton, and wife, In-of they need Exercise to strengthen them, not
leg,
running
a
mass
.which
became
of
U
L.
Mirabel,
A.
Silvestre
made
before
wife.
Michigan;
be
Brick and
not been persuaded to the chances for the young woman diana;
8. Court Commissioner, at San Rafael sores, had he
Oraff and wife, Illinois; "Physic" to pamper them.
suitors. They Charles J.E. V.Liltlelield
try Hucklln g Arnica Salve. He writes with other would-b- e
wife. Maine;
N. M.. on May 6. 1907.
very
often work sorrow in the end.' E. F. Acheson and and
wife, PennsylHe names the following witnesses to "The first application relieved, and
Father Angelo said the best mar vania;
healed all the orek
Ohio; R. D.
prove his continuous residence upon four boxes
Keifer.
Warren
J.
rlageable age was twentyfour years.
There's cr.Iy one kind of Artjficial Ex
Heals every sore. 25c at all drug tjlrls
Ohio; Charles Mci'.arvin. Illiand cultivation of, the land, viz gists.
under this age, he said, were Cole.
W. Wilson, Illinois; James ercise for the
W.
nois;
Charles Carr, Lorenzo Romero, Juan
as
capable
a
of
tickle
and
not
rule
o
H. Davidson, Wisconsin: deorge L.
Palle, Jose M. Caco, all of Laguna
comprehending things as they should Lilley
and its
Its name is "CASCARETS,"
To Chicken renters.
and wife. Connecticut; Arthur
N. M.
age
place
He
marriageable
would
the
Mausard's Mills are selling good of men a few years higher.
D. S. Alex- price is Ten Cents a box.
L. Bates. Pennsylvania;
MANUEL R. OTERO,
wheat at 11.40 per 100 lbs.
Register
In closing Father Angelo advised ander and wife. New York; Benjamin
So, if you want the same natural action
and wife, New Jersey:
o
the young women not to choose for K. Howell
a six mile walk in the country would
that
P.
Fitzgerald.
New
J.
York:
P.
John
Deadly
Work
f'lieuiiioiila's
husbands dirts or indolent or morally
Ellis give you, (without the weariness) take one
Conner and wife, Iowa; V..
bad so seriously affected my right
Irresponsible men.
W.
MorMissouri;
deorge
wife,
and
lung." writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of
ris, Nebraska; K. P. Campbell. Kan- Cascaret at a time, with intervals between,
Rural Route 1, Georgetown. Tenn.,
Doing Business Again.
sas;
Fred McLachlan. California, W. till you reach the exact condition you desire.
night
continuously
coughed
I
"that
"When my friends thought I was I. Jones and wife, Washington, and
and day and the nelghobra' predicOne Caccartt at a time will properly
to
about
on
world,
take
leave
The
of
this
C. Needhain. California.
James
tion consumption semed Inevitable,
account
indigestion,
rlear.se
a fcul Ereath, cr Ccated Tongue.
of
to
nervousness
Sa:i
will
Francisco
return
pally
until my husband brought home a
and general debility," writes A. A. tally in June.
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery,
Y.,
Chisholm,
Treadwell,
N.
und when
which In my case proved to be the
It looked as if there was no hope ( hainlM'rlaln's Cough Reined x Ald
rcr.'t fail to carry; the Vest PcckeJ
only real cough cure and restorer of
J was persuaded to try Electric
left.
Nature.
To all points Railroad Tickets
x wish you
weak, sore lungs." When all other
Cascaret
1 rejoice to say that they
Bitters,
and
almay
you
are
bought
nature
sold.
still
aid
and
Medicines that
Moore's Ticket
remedies utterly fail,
are curing me, I am now doing busi- ways
All Drupgisls sell them over ten million
Chamberlain's
most
effectual.
Office, 113 West Railroad avenue.
win in the battle against lung and
ness again as of old, and am still Cough Remedy acta on this plan. It tcxes a year.
throat troublt with New Discovery,
gaining daily." Mcst tonic medicine allays
by all
the cough, relieves the lungs,
the itai cure. Guaranteed
Be very careful to get the genuine,
on earth.
Guaranteed by all drug-- aids expectoration,
Only member of American Ticopens the secretoe and 11.00. Trial botdiupgino.
60C,
.Mrokers' Association in Albuket
enly ty the Sterling Remedy Commade
restoring
In
uids
the
tions,
and
ratine
tle tiee.
querque, N. M.
Coi'J'louUnen
system to a heai'hy condition. Thou pany and never sold in bulk. Every tablet
We
right.
It
do
DRY.
IlOCun
solicited.
Special i.'ncr tired folding gocarts
sands have testilied .0 Its superior
71
Laundry Co.
excellence. For nJ'e by all druggists. Stamped "CCC."
12.50 t:.d up. Futrelle Furniture Co.
605
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BASE BALL

lng. He advises them to use their
heads, and depend more on control.

Washington fans have a new
"Washington first In war,
first In peace and last In the Ameri- can League."

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
National league.
Chicago at Cincinnati.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Pittsburg.
Boston at New York.

In the first seven games of the
season Brooklyn made eight runs.
Pretty easy to figure out why they
lose, isnt't it?

American Iiigue.
Chicago at Detroit.
Philadelphia at Washington.
St. Louis at Cleveland.
New York at Boston.

Score another for the west. Mike
Sullivan licked Honey Melody, welterweight champion,-ta
at Los Angeles.
fare-ye-we-

s.

46-4-

ln

Fal-staff-

--

Albu-qaerqu-

1

Rates

K

Im-perl- a'

'

es

HOW TJII'TY STAND.
National I'iigue.
Won. Lost.
Chicago
2
13
New York
3
11
7
Pittsburg
3
8
Philadelphia
5
7
6
Boston
4
10
Cincinnati
3
St. Louis
12
1
Brooklyn
11
American
Philadelphia
Chicago
New York
Detroit
Cleveland
Boston
Washington
St. Louis

Wm. A. Lamed
and deorge L.
Wrenn won the finals in the double:
Pet. of the New York indoor lawn
tennis
.867 tournament.

.186
.700
You can't tell what those
will
.615 do. That 12 to 2 defeat of Reds
Cubs
.462 will probably stand for some the
as
time
.286
lopsided record for the champs.
.200 ji
.083
Manager Dovey, of the Bostons,

I casinc.

Won. Lost. Pet.
4
10
.714
9
4
.692
8
5
.615
r.
8
.615
7
6
.462
5
0
.357
9
4
.308
4
U .267

Won. Lost. Pot.
7
3
.700
5
6
.545
6
5
.545
6
5
.454

Des Moines '
.

.

Sioux City

Lincoln
Omaha
Pueblo
YESTERDAY

5
4

S

.4 54

6
8

.333

JAM ES.

National League.
It. H. E.
Cincinnati
3
3
5
Cincinnati
1
6
4
Chicago
Hall. Leary and McLean; overall
and Moran.
K.
At Philadelphia
.... R.23 H.65 2
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
ll
Mclntyre and Bitter; Corridon and
Jacklitsch.
At Pittsburg: Pittsburg-St- .
Louis'
game postponed; rain.
American League.
R. H. E.
At Washington
Washington
2
3 10
Philadelphia
Plank
Kitsou and lUaiikeushlp;
and Schreck.
At

.262

At St. Louis
St. Louis

America can knock "Battling"
Nelson all it pleases.
but English
Johnny Summers won't make many
friends by continuing his abuse of
the Dane.

WILL PUBLISH

Western League.
Denver

has already begun to fill In with the
discards. His latest Is Frank Burke,
thrown out by Muggsy McCiiaw.

R.

2

H. K.
9

2

8
1
Cleveland
Morgan, Iiuelow and Stephens;
and Clark.
R. H. E.
At New York
8
2
3
New York
1
1
6
Boston
orth and Klienow; Dineen, Harris
and Armbruster.
game
At Chicago: Chicago-Detro- it
postpone!; cold weather.
4

Lie-bhnr- dt

Western League.
R. H. E.
At Omaha
3
9 12
Omaha
1
8 10
Pueblo
Reagon and (binding; Tow nsend,
Bies and Smith.
R. H. E.
At Lincoln
2
0
4
Lincoln
2
4
2
Denver
Cieotte and Sullivan; Adams and
Zalusky.
American Association.
At Columbus Columbus 2; Minneapolis 3.
Indianapolis 3; St.
At Indianapolis
Paul 2.
Mi0;
At Louisville Louisville

"DISHONOR
DKOTA

DIVORCE

ROLL"

Rl .FORMERS

ILL PRINT NAMES Ol' THOSE
ASKINO Itl l Eltl AIM M
BY NEW LAW.

Sioux Falls, S. D May 1- .- That il'.
friends of divorce reform In this sta:headed by the Rt. Rev. W. II. Han.
Episcopal bishop for South Dakota,
intended to make matters just as unpleasant as possible for those planning to defeat the recent enactment
by the legislature requiring
longer
residence before application can he,
made for a divorce is becoming move
und more apparent.
At a local ministers' meeting hids
were received for the publication of
a pamphlet to contain :he names of
the signers of tins petition asking
on
that the referendum lie invoked
the new law. Sioux Falls is particu-largel- y
off
put
active in the effort to
for two years at least the operation
of the divorce reforms secured by
the new law, and then have the matter submitted to popular vote, for
Sioux Falls is the prime beneficiary
of the immigrant divorce Industry.
Out through the state there is a.
sentiment less affected by the commercial view, and there Is expected
to be repudiation of the "roll of dishonor," as Bishop Hare has denominated the referendum petition 111 this
matter. The advocates of the referendum are seeking support of their
movement throughout the state, in
order to cover up this city's Interest
In the case and to make it appear
the demand for submission is statewide.

It Is believed by the reform element that the sentiment out through
the state is reflected accurately in the
following from the De Smet Independent:
"As soon as It became known that
had inane certain
the legislature
changes In the. divorce law with a
the wholesome
view of restricting
feature as practiced in tne largt r1
state,
it was announce
cities of our
that un effort would be made to have
the law referred to a vote of
lwaukee 5.
Th3
In the election in 1..0S.
City post- lawyers reaping a rich harvest from
Toledo Toliedo-Kansa- s
poned.
this class of business are now circulating petitions endeavoring to seSPORTIN(J NOTES.
cure the requisite number of signers. The scheme evidently originated
last week a
Sioux Falls, and
About all of the minors have start- ai
lawyer of that city sent blanks to a
ed ihe pennant chase.
lawyer at De Smet, with the request
our lawyer circulate a petition,
Boston seems to be in line for the that
with
which request was refused
cellar championships in both leagues thinks by the De Smet attorney."
again.
$100 Reward. $100.
Billy Murray, of the Philadelphias,
tie pleassays lie has a corking good player The readers of this paperis will
at least one
ed to learn that there
in Knabe,
dreuded disease that science bus been
to cure in all its stnges. und that
Huff, new manager of the Boston able
is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cine la the
says
"harmony
and only positive cure now known to the
Americans.
ill be his motto,
speed''
medical frutermtv. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Ball s Catarrh Cure is
Boston and Brooklyn were certaininternally, acting directly upon the
game, taken
ly going some in that
blood and mucous surfaces cf the syswhen not an error was made.
tem, thereby destroying the foundatlc n
of the disease, and giving the patln t
(Jeorge J. Mould's 15 polo ponies strength by building up the consittuticn
doing its worn.
brought $s,650 at auction. The sale and assisting nature soin muc
h faith in Its
The proprietors have
marks his retirement from the game. curative
powers that they otter Ore
any case that it
Dollars
for
Hundred
The ideal weight for a ball player falls to cure. Stud for list of testiis between 150 and 1K0 pounds, says monials. Address:
Manager Coniiskey, of the White
!'. J. ClllONKY & CO., lo'.edo, Ohio.
Bold by DrugKlsts, 7Do.
Sox.
Take Hall's Family l"lls for cunstlpa- Jack Talor. of the Chicago Cubs,
If you waot results la jTertlslLg,
says many pitchers put too much
physical Mrength behind their pitch- - trv an Evening ruiien watt ad.
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PAHB TURK

reau Killing frost occurred on the night the temperature fell almost to
Ciiinjtile Rubber In Ieniani1.
22d. with a temperature of II,
The freezing. The total precipitation was
The demand for rubber manufac
highest temperature was 84 on the 0.46 Inch. The mountains still have
tured from guayule Is greater than
27th; total precipitation, 0.05 inch.
a deep snow covering above altitudes
can be supplied iwlth the present
Folsom. Union county;
Jackson of J.000 feet.
When the In
factories In Mexico.
Tabor The storm beginning on the
dustry was started rubber goods
ISth and lasting three days, brought
manufacturers in the I nlted states
new
the heaviest fall of snow we have had AN OLD SOLDIER
and Kurope looked upon the susor
31 years of residence.
less
more
within
The
kind of rubber with
snow was very wet, making 4 Inches
picion because of the fact that it was
of water.
The ground was dry and
HAD TWO WIVES
soft and vulcanized slowly. These
early objectionable features have been
has absorbed most of It. The lowest
overcome and the substance Is now
temperature
12
degrees,
reached was
being used for a variety or purposes.
on the 2 1st and 22d.
Hy combining It with a better grade
OF PENSION REVEALS
Fort Bayard, Grant county; post
It makes an exceedingly strong, hard
SECRET OF OOlllLi: LIKE
surgeon Clear
prevailed
weather
It Is claimed that the
WOMAN
rubber.
AGAINST WOMAN.
during the week; there was only a
runvu e extract gives a gloss 10
temperprecipitation.
of
trace
The
more
beauti
Omaha, Neb., May 1. Mrs. Sa- ebonite that makes far
ature felt to 20 degrees on the 22d.
E. Pearson, of Hazelton, Ind.,
ful goods than can be obtained trom Clear and Cold
mantha
Throughout
county;
Fort Wlngate. McKlnley
It
kind of rubber.
In prosecuting a claim for a pension
Factory Being Erected to using any other good
surgeon
post
oobeen
The
has
week
results are
found that
as widow
a civil war veteran,
Territory-Fros- ts
Did
clear, with only a trace of snow on Charles R.of Pearson,
talned In manufacturing soft rubber
has made the
Manufacture Elastic out
The lowest temperature surprising discovery that another wothe 21st.
goods by adding certain drying in
was 19 on the 21st.
Damage.
gredients.
Much
man
receiving
has
been
that pension
of Guayule Weed.
Frisco. Socorro county; J. R. M11H-g- for five or six years, and is still re
The exportation statistics of Mex
High winds and sand storms ceiving It.
ico show that during tne last six
months of 1906 more than 2.100,uou
the most of the week. The
Pearson died In Omaha seven years
Fe, N". M., April 29. The prevailed was
Santa
explant
1.
A
were
M;ty
guayule
rubber
ago. A number of years before his
of
pounds
Tex..
cold, with the temperaMarathon.
dur- weather
throughout
territory
the
Eu
weather
and
ported
States
to
United
the
20
falling
degrees
on
to
from
ture
the
rubber
death
he left his wife, Hamantha E
for the manufacture of
as a rul. morning of the 22d.
thp native tirnduc-- is belli B erected rope from that country, and that the ing the past week has been,
Pearson, In Indiana, and came to this
the
of
storm
the
for
exportation"
the
since
dry
clear
monthly
average
and
Lake Valley, Sierra county; Wm. P. city. He and his wife had quarreled
The factory, fully equipped, Is
19th-21of this month, with pleas Keil
current year are more than a minion
began with light and when he left her it wan with the
t,i runt mnrp than 12(10.000.
12 ant days, but unusually cool nights snow The week
of
total
an
estimated
or
ds.
the
marks
enterprise
and killing frosts, but during Intention of not going back.
The M.irathon
They
Heavy the latter
the year 1907. for this time of the year.
beginning of the rubber industry in million poundsgivefor some
part
was warm, never saw each other again.
weather
the
Idea of the frost has occurred nearly every night with cool nights.
Bhruo, These figures
the rnit.-i- l States. The
Mrs.
discovered
has
Pearson
that
Late
throughout urowth of the industry
In the more northern counties.
m. after coming to Omaha to make his
which Krons abundantly
Las egas. tSan Miguel county;
not reports
If the estimate thai there areguay
show that the cold spell of the Curtiss Bailey There were 13 Inches home Pearson fell in love with and
this portion of Texas, is the material
million tons of the
from which the rubber will be ex less than 10Blowing
latter part of last week brought kill- of snow on the ground on the morn- courted a young Omaha woman, and
In Texas Is cor
ule shrub
Is nothing experimening frosts to all sections of the terri- ing of the 21st, and the temperature married her without being at the
traded. There enterprise,
of
wealth
an
added
means
pos
It
rect
ns
the
tal about the
tory,
that much damage to vege- fell, to 16 on the morning of the 22d. pains to obtain a. divorce from his
manufacturing 500 million dollars to the state. This tation and
resulted, although the accomsibility of profitably
county; wife In Indiana.
Los Alamos. San Miguel
It
reproduce
will
wealth
counties, Wm.
panying rains In southern
rubber from the plant has been fully enormous
He lived with wife No. 2 a number
Frank, tSr. About 10 inches of
Mexico self every two years. It Is claimed.
counties,
in northern
demonstrated
in
northern
snows
and
20th-21st,
snow
on
which of years and then died.
wet
fell
the
Soon after
In addition to the large rubber fac will prove of great
u hrp there are today more than 15
The
benefit.
quickly
accom
by
was
absorbed.
The
his
death the second wife applied for
In tory which is being erected here
general panylng cold has checked all growth a pension
million dollars Invested In the
a
with
closes
present
week
me
widow
as
his
in the
Tex.,
and
capitalists
ago
years
it San Antonio.
than four
dustry.
Advices indicate of vegetation.
company has se storm In progress.course of time It was allowed her
became known that a good grade of Continental Rubber
good
rains
guaythat
,Bh'"BnV
Manuelito, McKlnley county; W. A. She is still living and still drawing
contracts to purchase the
rubber could be obtained from the curedgrowing
many hundred out the central and southern
upon
L. Tarr A little snow fell during the the pension.
ptmvule. when the first factory was ule
....,
.
t
counties
more
iii
northern
the
i..
.u.Uhi!
ki.
The cold
The first wife In Indiana did not
It
latter part of the week.
established at Torreon. Mexico.
i in,
nreciniiaiion is in wie luoii
weather and snow of last week caused suspect her absent husband had been
sent its crude rubber product to the tion.
very
near
temperature
snow,
the
with
leading a double life, until she was
some damage.
United States and it was not long
This will add
the freezing nolnt.
Cured of Rlienniatlsni.
Monument, Eddy county; J. M. Informed recently by the commisuntil the attention of American capisnow
deep
Chattanooga,
already
Henry
of
to
the
somewhat
Mr.
Wm.
possibilidurprevailed
Cook Clear weather
sioner of pensions that a pension had
talists was attracted to the
rheumatism in his left covering of the northern mountains. ing the week, with the temperature been granted Pearson's
widow five o
ties of the industry. Then followed Term., had strength
seemed to have insuring an abundant water supply f illing to 32 on the 21st.
six years ago and that .therefore, her
the organization of the Continental arm. "The
so
it
that
muscles
gone
the
of
out
streams.
havfor the
Rubber company of New York,
Mountalnalr. Torrance county; Mrs. claim could not be allowed.
"I
ing a capital stock of 30 million dol- was useless for work," he says. and
On receiving this information Mrs.
The following notes, selected from J. W. Corbett The heavy, drifting
lars, the stock of which is said to applied Chamberlain's Pain Balmnight, the reports received this week, show snow of the 21st melted in two days. Pearson set out for Omaha to look
he owned principally by Thomas F. wrapped the arm In flannel at
14 degrees Into her husband's second marriage.
more
detail:
In
to
temperature
conditions
fell
the
The
Ryan and John D. Rockefeller. Jr. and to my relief I found that the pain
Albert. Union county; H. M. Han the morning of the 22d. The total She found by examining the records
This company owns and operates gradually left me and the mestrength son The snowfall of the 19th-20t- h
16 here that her husband had been marprecipitation was 1.25 Inches;
In tnree weens
eight larue rubber factories, locatea returned.
coming at this time of the year, was inches of unmelted snow.
ried a number of years before his
had disappeared and has not extraordinary.
at different points In northern MexBy
A.
observa
county;
careful
W.
death to an Omaha woman.
Rlncnn. Dona Ana
If troubled with tion the total fall of snow was not les Foote
ico. It purchased recently the fedros since returned."
2 2d killed all
Mrs. Pearson has engaged an at
of
frost
The
the
ranch, embracing 2 million acres of rheumatism try a few applications of
On the morning of fruits and vegetables, the tempera- torney and will try to have the pen
15 inches.
land, upon which the guayule shrub Pain Balm. You are certain to be than
to 24 degrees. There slon which now Is going to the sec
20th there were 11 inches on the ture falling
grows profusely. The purchase price pleased with the relfef which It af- the
level. The snow was all melted by has been no precipitation since the ond wife given to her.
of this property was 8 million dol- fords. For sale by all druggists.
temperature
2
flurry
slight
snow
2d.
lowest
of the 21st.
The
the
lars.
Rociada, San Miguel county; J. A. WORK WEAKENS THE KIDNEYS.
reached was 20 degrees on the mornThe KiiIiImt Plant In Texas.
Rudolph We had 20 inches of snow
ing of the 22d. The total precipitaFOR
CURE
Kxperts who have been over this FREE
in the valley, and almost three times Douii h Kidney
tion was 0.91 inch.
Pills Have IKiik
portion of the state for the purpose
Albunueraue. Bernalillo county: S as much In the mountains. In the
Orcat Service for People Who
of making an Investigation of ..e exvalleys it has all soaked into the
prevailed
weather
S.
Clear
Gonzales
Work
Albuquerque.
in
tent of the guayule shrub assert that
VICTIMS during
DRUG
The lowest temperature was
the week. The lowest tem ground.
there are not less than 20 million
degrees on the 2 2d.
Most
Albuquerque
people work
perature was 20 degrees on the 21st 11 Rosedale,
acres of land In Texas upon which it
Socorro county; W. H. every' day In some strained, unnatural
is now growing in commercial quan
and on the 23d
7
Inches of snow fell position Dending constantly over a
of Texas owns
tities. The state
Bell Ranch, San Miguel county; C. Martin Almost
20th-21s- t,
and the temper- desk riding on jolting wagons or
of this land. Much of
about one-haM. O'Donel The highest temperature on the
the 21st.
It is unfit for anything except for
cars doing laborious housework: lift.
was 75 degrees; the ature fell to 20 degrees on
during
week
the
Bloomlleld. San Juan county; Fred ing, reaching or pulling, or trying the
ne
cattle and sheep grazing purposes.
19 degrees on the 22d.
lowest,
l
was
and
cold
weather
The
I.eClerc
Before the value of the guayule
Inch.
0.22
back in a hundred and one other
was
precipitation
total
the entire week. Killing ways. All these strains tend to wear,
shrub was discovered any of the land
Cambrav. Luna county; F. s. Chase disagreeable
2
2d
upon which It grows could have been
on
21st
WPJLkptl
and
the
Stnti IntlirA tha kMnava unfll
The week was clear, with the high- frosts
purchased for $1 to $1.50 per acre.
Carlsbad. Eddy county; R. DePue
they fttu behind In their work of fil
est temperature, S2 degrees, on the
cold,
was
with
Its present value Is many times that
of
week
the
The
first
tering
on
21st.
the poisons from the blood.
the
27th; the lowest, 26.
amount. The state legislature at its
thermometer falling to 29 on the Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys,
Casa Salazar, Sandoval county: I. the
recent regular session enacted a law
was
pui new strength in bad backs. Al
Mora This has been a wintry week: 21st. Inch.The total precipitation
giving the state land commissioner
buquerque cures prove it.
there were about 6 inches of snow in 0.05
authority, with the approval of the
T.
county;
Oeo.
Dorsey,
Colfax
Mrs. J. A. Hall, of 613 South Third
the valley, while on the mountains Lambert Oenerally clear, with cold
governor and attorney general, to fix
street, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
there were about 26.
the price ai which the guayule shrub
temduring
week.
nights
The
the
says:
Geo.
county;
"Mr. Hall still holds the same
Arriba
Ohama. Rio
growing upon state lands may be
fell to 17 on th 23d.
good opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills
Huth The temperature fell to 19 de- perature
sold.
In Mexico the shrub is selling
P.
county;
J.
Colfax
Elizabethtown.
mat tie had when he publicly en
grees on the 20th: the total precipifor $100 to $110, Mexican money, per
Carrlngton
There was a slight uorseu mem some live years ago.
Mi
ton, which Is equivalent to $50 to $55
tation was 7 Inches of snow.
on
tho
snow
sprinkling
rain
of
and
Hoiuse of this remedy as he then
The
county;
C.
J.
Cloudcroft. Otero
United States money, per ton. The
and 26th, with blustery weather. stated relieved him of pain In ihls kid
lister Six Inches of snow fell on the 2;th
shrub grows more prolific in Mexico
K.
county;
J.
neys, attacks of which he had been
Fort Stanton, Lincoln
21st. The highest temperature dur Bergman
than It does In Texas. One acre In
The cold spell of the 21st- - subject to for some time, some
of the
ing the week was 58; the lowest, 8. 22d damaged
that country usually yields about two
vegetation,
tern
the
all
average
per
yield
acre In
attacks lasting for an entire week
tons. The
on the 22d.
20
degrees.
falling
to
perature
let-uB.
without
C.
a
county;
Texas will probably not exceed one-ha- lf
Doan's Kidney
Deming. Luna
OOOCOCOOOCXXXXXMOflOOOU
Hope. Eddy county; N. L. Johnson
ton.
removed tne trouble at that t me.
Killing frosts occurred from
good, hard freeze on and It Is only once
was
a
There
a great while
weather
23d.
in
Clear
to
21st
The shrub belongs to the semi-ari- d
the
the
2 1st.
The total precipitation was that tie .has complained of his back
IMt. S. EI..MO SAXDFRS.
clam of vegetation.
prevailed.
It grows to City Physician
The lowest temperature the
0.60
inch.
l
or
hurting
City.
Kansas
him since,
Who
heights of three to four feet, and has
this has been
was 30 degrees on the 22d.
Logan. L'nion county; W. W. Moore when in giving his and
Conducting a Humane Campaign.
a small, white leaf that readily discounty; Wm.
assistance in lift
Dulce, Rio Arriba
The weather was clear, with cold Ing cars that have become derailed.
tinguishes it from other desert plants.
Kansas City, May 1. This city Is YVetenhall The first of the week was nights,
the temperature falling to 30 or in some such way he has strained
Numerous stocky trunks spring up now running a free cure for morphine cloudy, but the latter part was clear.
There Is more his back, and even at such times the
from the roots. It is from the woody fiends.
Through the efforts of Dr. The lowest temperature. 12. occurred degrees onIn the 2 2d.
parts of the shrub that the rubber St. Elmo Sanders, city physician, all on the 21st. The total precipitation moisture
the ground than for a trouble has been of short duration.
N extracted.
long time.
These contain from 15 victims of the drug in the city are to was 0.05 Inch.
Mr. Hall vouches as etronarlv todav
to 40 per cent rubber.
Red River. Taos county; It. W. for Doan's Kidney Pills as he ever
be cured.
Kl Paso, Texas; U. S. weather bu
changePenn The weather has been
did, and we are both glad to recom
able, with cold nights, the tempera mend them."
ture falling to 14 degrees on the 22d.
bv all drunrlHta
trioo nn
l or saleFoster-o . nmTnJo
nia re. ,unia re county; L . t. .cents.
lburn
weather bureau Clear weather with New York, sole agents for the United
com nignis prevailed until tne nigm states.
ot tne :in, wiien a general storm.
Remember the name Doan's and
wnn miow ami rain, negan.
Kveryjtake no other.
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CURE YOURSELF AT HOME

113

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.

CHINA GROWING FAST

Contagious Blood Poison begins in the most insignificant way, and
(Ity Hamilton Wrlulit.)
siranie class to whom to
their
Ml
tins Hi'ie of the Pacific the wares man the business sell
men of
with less evidence of what is to follow, than any other disease. The
world is growing fast, much faster nina. Among the vast polyglot
of
than America has any idea.
the orient there
first symptom is usually a little sore or blister, whose appearance does
a class of OrienRailroads, steamboats, automobiles, tals which none is
but
the
wares
best
Irrigation, power development, tele- will satisfy and who will cheerfully
not indicate that deeper down, in the blood, a treacherous and deadly
phones anil telegraph,
and "wireiy
rancy prices for the
poison has found its way to corrupt and vitiate the entire circulation,
less." electric lighting,
street cars, luxuries or lire.
newsbuildings,
reinforced
concrete
great
in
the
tropical
and later to disease the body with the most loathsome and hateful sympOrient we of
papers In the vernacular and trade tne united htatea are missing
a great
languages, patent leather shoes, dress PP"nunny
toms. Unless one has experienced or witnessed the terrible results of
ny our failure to keep in
suits, stltt hats, champagne made In tuui ii wim ine traae.
Contagious Blood Poison, no idea of its effects can be formed.
(iermany and California prunes put
J he government
of the Inlt,t
in France; a great deal of pro- States through Its consural services
is
hen the blood has become fully inoculated with the virus, the mouth and throat up
gress, in fact, which we claim as the uoing a great work
In bringing
our
basis of our civilization, and much manufacturers the conditions to
ulcerate; glands in the neck and groin swell, and sometimes burst, fortning ulcers; the hair else
under
is being rapidly adopted.
wnicn they can successfully sell
comes out; copper colored spots appear on the body; and where the disease is allowed to reThere are to. lay in China, river American goods In the
Orient.
It Is
main in the system it penetrates deeper and deeper, until it affects the bones, causing them boats of more modern equipment nere not too much to say that Amerl
to decay, and makes a complete physical wreck of its unfortunate victim.
Not only the first one who contracts the disease must suffer, but it is transmitted tlirougk
the blood from generation tc generation, and innoecht lives are blighted and diseased by this
monster poison. No other disease is so highly contagious as blood poison; in the most
trivial manner it maybe contracted by innocent persons. Many have been inoculated with
the virus, and suffered the disastrous and
I vas treated for two years by blood specialists, who
treated tne with mercury lor mood Poison, with no xooi destructive effects of the poison, by a friendly
results, so I gave them up and started to use S s. a. handshake, or by using the same table- Vh?n I commenced its use I was oovored with sores
eruptions, a.i.4 was very wealt and
Today. I waicui wii'.-- articles, or uancuing me eiotli-in- g
am uiyseif attain, and my skin is as clear as a bnby's. I
of an infected person.
know it made a positive cure for me of Bio id Poison in
Strong mineral medicines like mercury
the very worst form, and I am making it my business to
have my friends use it as I did, and already two cf and potash are often given to cure Contathem are having wonderful rasults in the way of a cure.
I
today, a living testimonial to the value of gious Blood Poison, but years of failure have
of tlio Ixx-a-l
Shipping ut tlto Immense Port of Shanghai.
S 8. S. in cases of advanced Blood Poison.
proven that such treatment cannot cure thanSome
on our own Mississippi; there can goods In popularity, as a rule,
HARRY BARRETT.
the trouble. These medicines can only are in India more modern irrigation exceed the goods of any other nation;
421 West North Avenue.
Chicago, 111.
works than those in the I'nited even in Japan where there is an
mask or shut the disease uo in the svstem States.
There is a class of business abundance of cheap and fairly
China who would feel them-- ; ed labor, American made shoes are
awhile; as soon as they are left off the symptoms return in all their hideousness, and selvesin forever
fr
dishonored were they preferred by the wealthy Japanese
the sufferer finds he has wasted valuable time. aud. in addition, ruined his health with to repudiate any
acknowledged In- - themselves to those manufactured
In
through legalized bank- - their own country.
debtedness
these harmful drugs.
ruptcy proceedings, such as we know, (if count, some of the Chinese
whom an appeal to the member that J. Pi'Tpont Morgan got
S. S. S. is the antidote for Contagious Blood Poison
the only remedy that is able to get statutesandof tolimitations
against ludebt-l- a
franchise in China which he held
of
a violation of the w ithout developing and subsequently
edness
would
the
root
force
the
of
disease
and
at
out every particle
the poison, so that there are never very principlesseem
of their religion, so resold to the Chinese government at
any signs of its return. It can be used aud a perfect cu:e of the disease made in the inseparable are the standards of their an advance of seven and
or morality (which I have Hon dollars, but as a whole the
privacy of your own home. Sufferers from this disease can be their own doctors, and the forty
r
religion for convenience), and ness element thinks well of
cans and are glad to see them In
commercial life.
years of cures made by this remedy assures them that the treatment is in every respect the
de-country.
Itusiiifss men will llnd no more
I their
proper one, and that its use, together with any suggestions as to local treatment,
which will be furnished by our physicians free of charge, will cure the trouble permanently and privately. S. S. S. is made entirely of purifying, healing roots, herbs and
barks.
We offer a reward of $1,000 for nrrx.f
that it contains a particle of mineral in any
form. S. S. S. goes down to the very root of
X
r:
i
the trouble, aud by driving out the last trace of
the poison, and making the blood pure and strong,
cures the disease thoroughly and with certainty.
S. S. S. will a 'so remove the effects of any mineral treatment that in ay have been previously used.
n
.
i
Our "Home Treatment" book on this disease
CONTAINS NO MINERAL
is a comp.etguide tor treating the trouble.
It contains instructions for the different stages of the disease, and also advice alxmt the local
::,
treatment that will be the most helpful in effecting a cure. This book, together with any
special medical advice desired, will be sent free by our physicians, to all who write.
t'liimj-M- j
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Consolidated Liquor Company
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt kaap ivarythtng la Hook to oatflt Ibo
tnott fmitldlous bar eomplof
Have bean appointed exclusive agents In the Southweet for Jea.

Schlltz, Wm. Uemp and St. Louie A. B. C. Brewerlee; Yellowstone,
Green River, VV. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Loul Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies toe numerous te mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the st might article aa received by us from the beet Uerlea,
Distilleries and Brewerlee In the United Stat a. Call and tnseeet oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.
Issued to dealers only.
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Albuquerque

Machine Works

R. P. MALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings: Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Culumn an J Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Rmpmlr on Mining and mill Maehlnmry a tpaelalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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Card signs, "it. wins f r Iteti l."
"Board," etc.. for sals at the office of
The Evening Citizen.
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Quay county farmers are preparing for a banne"
in all lines this year. Crops in Quay county! To
years ago a man who tried to raise crops where the
homesteaders are now prospering would be tried for
You never can tell.
brainstorms.

rubber manufacturing plant lias been started In
Texas. It is presumed that the raw material will conn1
from the necks of the eastern tourists who come "west"
to see the cowboys shoot the lndl.tn-A

A Herman
trade report says that t lie supply o:
meerschaum out of which the finest pipes are made '
This might cause worry in
practically exhausted.
Europe, but there are plenty of good old corncobs It t"
in America.

Kansas "i ty hag a balloon factory. To those who
have spent hours climbing the endless hills upon which
that city is built, this news will be welcomed.
for i he bond Issue for a new city ln!J
ut and tiling your neighbors.
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1.

How would you Jlke to be th

.May

.'ie man

4.

'i'h. re Is a certain malady abroad in this land that
is creating Invalids by the thousand, it is a malady of
ihe mind. It is commonly termed "sensitiveness."
There is a certain cure for this malady.
It is
known by a not altogether pleasing title. Nevertheless,
disagreeable as it may be to the taste, It Is marvelous-l- y
effective in its results. The prescription Is "egotism."
The sensitive man Is the defenseless among the
armed; the unveiled one where all are masked. Mental whale though he may be, monstrous genius though
lie may possess, he counts as nothing through his one
snuill besetting Weakness.
He looks for hurts and he finds them.
He goes
about the world in a sneaky way seeking constantly for
Miters and for insults und his diseased imagination
never fails to supply them. As a result he is weak,
wobbly, faltering, fearful.
All his combined mental
faculilies are rendered listless to him as a result of
liis thin skin.
He should be wrapped In cotton and
put away in a warm place.
I'nless a man has a good opinion of himself n
one elsr will supply it. Humility may be a virtue where
all are humble.
Yet humility lias no place for
kkin.

Therefore it behooves all men to cultivate the thick
lift an ?otit und you'U be happy.

R

We also received 30 rolls of linoleum, and can furnish
amount on short notice. We will welcome a call to Inspect
largest line of household goods In the west.

titinttmituti

: The Cub's Corner I

St9aita

Not MJshIiik Anything.
Maize
When summer men
pose, what rule do you follow?

I'lCTt'llE

OF CONTENTMENT
is the purchaser of a Morris or
other "easy" chair here no less
the buyer of bed chamber suits
(sleep made a Joy(, dining room
furniture (every meal a delight)
or pieces for parlor, drawing" room
or hall (each article an ornament
to the home). It anythlng's needed to complete your pleasure ..s
our pricing. Glad to outline it on
request.

(To be continued.)

pro-

Present company always

May Day.
loth ye manne so gaylee syng
And merrily
?
He thlnketh he can weare againe

tht

v

Cash or Installment
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F. H. STRONG
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Hys last yere's Panama.

0

I.MZ.V Time--.

I love to lie beneath the trees
And hear the thrushes' melodies;
I love to mock the red bird's ongr
And watch the shadows creep along;
My only toil, some simple rhyme
Like this, for now it's lazy time.
With squirrels playing pek-a-boOr gazing Into depths of blue,
Or dreaming that Into my ear
The wind breathes things I long to
hear.
It seems hard work would be a crime
'Gainst nature's laws, In lazy time.

REFRIGERATORS

I
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Spring Is getting in its deadly work
these days on a few others besides
the long haired sons of poesy. The
versatile press agent has been "revived
by April sun and showers to higher and
nobler flights, tine of them wandered
into the oflice the other day clad in
a shockingly decollete summer suit
and an engaging smile to tell of the
wonders, rich and rare of his coming
prima dona. The editor was very
busy. "Better write it.' 'he said, and
turned to me. Gladdened bv the Invitation, the press agent forthwith
delved Into his store of superlatives,
rich metaphor and poetic hyperbole,
and proceeded to write it down. The
result was a sparkling diadem of
rhetorical gems. Here is the choisest:
"Within reach of attending
ears,
those high notes of ravishing beautv
which, like frozen music of cathedral
grace, linger In our Inner sight long
afjer the eye has ceased to gaze upon

;

pilll

I

The

AUTOMATIC
Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

Call and See Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.

f

A Soiir of Iloux ticanliis Time.
The sun rose o'er the Sandias
Gilding the valley fair.
A scene for a master painter
Rich hued In the luminous glare,

The loco and amul
sky.
Smile up
And in the silent clty
The streets deserted He.
When suddenly, from out the silence
Arose on the ambient air
Harsh sounds of strife and pillnge.
Crack, crack, echoed here and there.
Sleepily seizing his fireworks
i Hit rushed the watenman
brave,
A martyr to law and Justice
May Immortality deck his grave.
He rounded a Mobe corner,
i 'aim; full upon
ihe fray;
And then the watchman wilted.
And they carried him away.

There stood Mr. Prominent Citizen,
Beating like a common thug
Beating with anger In his eye
Heating a Navajo-rug.

0

Here is another pathetic gem which
should not fail to be clipped and
treasured by all lovers of the "sentimental" southwestern Indian. Surely
this touching tale will not fail to
y
separate you from the necessary
down at the book store:
A guest of one of the hotels In the
Grand Canyon. Ariz., recently showed
some of the illustrations of the Hava-supIndians In George Wharton
James' book, "In and Around the
Grand I'anyvn," to some of the members of that tribe of Indians. ( me of
tilt older Indians returned to the hotel twice to ask to see again one of
girls
the pictures showing Haa-ua- i
seated in a semicircle. playing the
game called "I
and
tlnally begged the guest, in broken
English to give that particular picture to him. It appears that his
sweetheart, now dead, Is among the
copper-coloregirls in the group, and
as the Indian's eyes tilled with tears
when he recognized her. and as he
begged so plteously for the picture,
this guest wrote to the publishers of
Hie book for a print of the illustration.
It Is needless to say the publishers of
"In and Around the Grand Canyon"
Compiled with the request.
one-fift-

d
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In one of the two cars receded this week we received a large
supply of those well known goods.
Fumed Oak Is going to take
the place of weathered oak, and In the Mlssio:i style it is the perfect
finish.
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WILLIAM 1 lUMKiAN,
From !l quarters comes the assertion that young
Editor and Business Manage". men are, us a
President
rule, much less disposed to mnrry, still
less to marry young, than were those of former genera
$100,000,000 IN CITY HALLS
tions.
This disposition upon their part, In truth, exBut a few days May 4 the voters of Albuquerque ceeds the same tendency oherved among educated wowill be Asked to c.it their ballots for the new city hall men,
which Is the subject of so much discussion. Morebond issue. That they will favor .1 city hall for Albuover,
this tendency Is said constantly to be Increasing.
Is
question.
crying
without
need
querque n. her rnot
There is no one who has lived In Albuquerque long "What every one says must be true," and while, as
enough to vote who does not recognize the necessity some one has said, matrimony always has been, as It
for a municipal building. In keeping with the prettiest still Is, "the general habit of men and women," It uncity In New Mexico. It requires but one brief glance t doubtedly is a fact
that well to do young men do not
shack now graced with the title
the old. tumbled-dow- n
headlong into matrimony after the happy go
tumble
any
has
man
to
hall,"
city
who
make
"Albuquerque
of
the Interests of Albuquerque, present and future, at lucky fashion which was prevalent 100 or 50 years ago.
heart, decide to vote for bonds to erect a new building. Judging from observation, which, after all. Is less misThe buildings of the city are like the clothes of a leading than statistics, It seems to take the young
Much depends man of
business man the first introduction.
the present generation ten years or so longer
vpon the first impression.
to
screw
his courage to the sticking point of taking to
Every year, Albuquerque Is visited by thousands of
a
himself
wife than it did his father, who married as
of
parts
parts
all
States
United
of the
people from all
the civilized globe. They are not In position to know soon as he became of age, and had a "quiver full,"
the great natural resources of the city, of Bernalillo more or less, by the time he was 35, the age at which
county, of the Rio Orande valley and of New Mexico. men nowadays prefer to marry.
They Judge by what they see, as a usual thing, In a brief
As to the reason for this reluctance, some say one
One of the
walk about our little metropolis.
thing, some say another. The women blame the men,
of Albuquerque is her present administration building.
who they say are selfish; the men charge In return that
Albuquerque wants people, she wants industries, women have grown to be so exacting In their requiretthe wants capital invested In developing and utilizing ments, so extravagant and unreasonable, that no man
the resources of the southwest, she wants tourists, she can afford to marry unless he has a stout and growing
wants everything that any growing, thriving, bustling hank account, which few really young men possess.
city wants and must have to prosper.
Without discussing the truth or untruth of this last
These are coming, and coming fast. It Is up tJ Indictment, it must be admitted that the youth of 22
Albuquerque to see that they keep coming. An ade- who ventures to marry nowadays must have either an
quate and respectable city hall Is step one in this line.
Independent and adequate income, which Is also seApropos of the question Is a statement of what other cure, or a sublime belief in himself and his bride-elec- t.
cities are doing In the same line. Here are a few sta- It costs njuch more to live now than it did forty or
tistics cold, hard figures. Read them and then vote for even thirty years ago; people have larger ideas as to
what Is necessary, and life has become much more exthe city hall bond issue for Albuquerque:
The 175 chief cities of America have $100,000,000 pensive and luxurious. Nor is it only the women who
invested in city halls. Philadelphia leads with a
have outgrown the simple life of the past; men are to
city hall, and San Francisco follows with on? the full as exlgeant, and what was an abundance at
the beginning of the nineteenth century would be absoworth $8,300,000.
After these cities come Boston, with a city hall lute penury in this.
representing $7,600,000; New York, with one standing
The man who marries In these degenerate days,
for $7,000,000, and Baltimore, with a $5,000,000 struc- when love no longer serves to abolish poverty as a
The value In each case Is baseJ thing to be dreaded, must be ready to forego most of
ture and gTounds.
upon the value of the city hall Itself and the park or the pleasures and recreations which popular custom
grounds surrounding it.
and personal habit have converted almost Into necesEvery American city of more than 300,000 popula- sities, and unless he is rarely fortunate in his choice,
city hall with the ex- he will discover that the young wife of the present day
tion has at least a million-dolla- r
ception of New Orleans. St. Louis, Cincinnati and De- expects much more and performs much less than did
troit have buildings worth more than $2,000,000 each. her grandmother and her mother in the same relation.
Chicago falls $250,000 below that figure.
Pittsburg and She is by no means always willing to accept the role
of wife and mother, Including the duties of houseMilwaukee follow.
Among minor American cities which have elaborate keeper and cook, as her divinely appointed vocation.
city halls are Richmond, Va. ; Minneapolis and Provi- There Is much more "going" than there used to be,
and she is apt to demand what she regards ns her
dence. Indianapolis, which has a stately state hous
has an inferior city hall.
Toledo and Atlanta have rightful share thereof.
small municipal buildings.
Besides all this, modern
The Denver city hall Is
Improvements
greatly
valued at $265,000; that of East St. Louis, a place of have changed the conditions of life for men, especially
in cities, and excepting among the laboring class, a
much less Importance, has one that cost $425,000.
Houston, Texas, hag a $550,000 city hall, and Mem- wife no longer is the undeniably "good thing" which
King Solomon declared her to be. The up to date man
phis, Tenn., one costing only $35,000.
of today Is not dependent upon the ministrations of
womankind. A well appointed club supplies him with
FACT AND FANCY
all the comforts of a luxurious home, and enables him
We say that in the morning the sun rises; but it to entertain his friends In any slayle he pleases. The
doesn't. It seems to, that's all.
The earth appears to club valet sews on his buttons and keeps his clothing
be fiat; but it isn't. And, too, at first thought you would in order, and should be fall ill the twentieth century
say that the sky Is blue, when it Is no such thing. There hospital, with its corps of educated attendants. Is to
is no color there at all.
be preferred in almost all cases to the utmost comforts
For so many things are not what they seem.
of home, Including the care of devoted relatives. If
The trouble with us is that we do not see things he Is socially inclined and plays cards properly, he is
in every-da- y
life were we to reason thusly that half persona grata In various delightful establishments, deof our troubles are the products of a lively imagination sired of hostesses and favored of companionable women
in general; while beyond the graceful return of such
and that they are not just what they seem.
.
The trouble with us Is that we do not see things as hospitalities he has no responsibilities to burden him.
Thus an unmarried man may, with tolerable econthey are. A mariner at sea. may think that lie Is sailing
west. In his sense of direction he really Is sailing west. omy, live better upon an incoino of $2,000 or $3,000
But to make sure he takes a look at the compass and a year than the married man can upon four or live
times that amount. A man really sacrifices something
finds that he is sailing In some other direction.
You've had the "blues," we dare say. You havo when he marries nowadays, and he Is not altogether
been dragged to the very depths of despair over noth- to blame if he hesitates before putting his head Into the
As George Eliot says:
"It Is a
ing. You imagine that the whole world is against you. matrimonial noose.
Some person hates you, you say. You wonder that thy noose, you know." He may be sellish, but he also Is
prudent and perhaps wise. There is no greater fallacy
world is so cruel.
It isn't, and after you have come to your senses you than that which asserts that what Is enough for one
to live on Is enough for two. It Is not, neither indeed
know that it isn't.
is an exact science and no
On the great voyage of life there are many storms. can be. Mathematics
We are often thrown out of our course. In unknown amount of figuring can make the half equal to the
waters we lose all sense of direction. We may Imagine whole. True, there are times when it may be better;
we are going south when we are going east. But what and when love Is genuine lasting marriage is well worth
the sacrifice of other things. A dinner of herbs, when
should we do? Look at our compass.
one Is healthy and hungry, is not only more nutritious
So when we have the "blues" again, when we are
but more palatable than an aldermanlc feast to which
miserable over nothing, when we imagine that the whole one
can bring neither good digestion nor appetite. And
world is against us, let's turn to our principle, our compass, which is love reflected in every smiling face on the when a man is truly In love with a woman, when pus
street, every good thought and every good deed, which slon seizes him in Its grip, the problem which exer
cises his mind Is not whether he shall nsk her to maT
tells us that the world is all right and that it Is we who ry him,
but what her answer will be to his request.
wrong.
have been
The cup of love which is held by the hands of two will
sweeten any other draft, however bitter, which fate
may have In store for these two.
WHAT IS HAPPINESS?
The trouble Is that the young man of today has
'
'I H-- positively nothing in life to be happy about,"
said the morose man. "My life is a habit. One dull learned, as the saying goes, to look out for number
routine of working, eating, sleeping, working, catinp. tuie. He knows a great deal more than Is good for
him and Is wary as he is wise. Wherefore he dodges
Bleeping."
Truly there is nothing so dull a.--, only working, vot- matrimony gently and pleasantly, but with firmness.
Just as long as he can do so; so that It often happens
ing, sleeping. And so far the morose man was right.
that before he is aware of it he slides past the suscepBut this maa was laboring limit.:
.'.elusion that
age and settles down into the confirmed bachelor
the zenith of all earthly ambitions is money and the kind tible
and clubman, with his habits lixed and reasonably
of pleasure It brings.
proof against the wiles of women.
When work Is made a pleasure then it ceases to be
As to what he loses, who can tell? Marriage unwork and Is recreation. When on,? Is not thankful
deniably is a lottery,
it Is1 one which holds as
bountiful supply of food on his table, then he is not many, or more, prizes but
than blanks, and a good wife
as well off as the poor peasant who sincerely thank ind a happy home are God's
best earthly gifts to man.
God for the crust of black bread between him and starthey alone have need of sorrow,
"For
vation. And sweet are the dreams of him who is thankAnd they alone are poor,
ful for a shelter and bed to rest himself after a hard
For whom, in life, love's holy angel
day's labor.
Hath opened not her door."
There are many good things in life that the millionWherefore, taking all things into consideration, it
aire does not perceive as he goes hurtling along the is well not to be too calculating, too worldy wise, but
highway In his ponderous auto. And these same things being sure than one Is truly in love, to marry before
are the ones that make the poor man happy.
reaching the sensible age, and then to grow sensible
Because there is a real pleasure In winning one's together Helen ildlield. In Chicago Tribune.
daily bread, a pleasure in being tired, a pleasure in having responsibilities and duties. The good things of life 0(XKXCOOXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)t
are within reach of all.
THICK HIDE AN ESWe cheat ourselves of the good things of life by not
recognizing them. For the only good things that are,
SENTIAL TO SUCCESS
are the fruit of heaven, won by sacrifice anil the price
OOOOOOCXOOOCOOOOOXXX)OOOOOOOi
of being good to others and thankful to !od.

EVEUINO

He was a long nosed, bushy haired
lose joined, cadaverous looking specimen not the type you would
call

HITS

THE

NAIL ON THE HEAD

The following from the Silver City
Enterorise needs no comment:
J
"The resignation of Governor H. J.
Hagerman has been a leading topic or
conversation all over New Mexico this
week, and has occasioned no end of
comment, favorable and otherwise.
The passing of Governor llagerman
marks an epoch in the history of the
republican party of New Mexico. It
has taught the party many lessons
dearly bought, to be sure, but probThe ilrst. of
ably worth the price.
these is that any true political reform,
to be sincere in Us character and lasting in Its benefits, must be worked
w ithin the party's own ranks and cannot be masqueraded In livery borrowed from disappointed
and members of the opposing
party. Second, reforming the other
rellow and forgetting to apply the
same reform principles to one's own
d
to ignominious
self, is
failure, and rightly so, because It is
The failinsincere and Pharisaical.
ure to observe these principles, as
well as a seemingly total disregard of
rethe golden rule, put this
form movement of Governor Hager-- ,
to
decldedely
man's administration
It
the bad in a mighty short time.
is unfortunate that it is so, as there is
always room for Improvement In anyj
of the material things of life and po
litical organizations are no exception
to this rule.
Governor Hagerinan
could have accomplished much lasting
good to the eternal credit of himself,
had he worked on the principle that
reform must be worked from within
the party's own ranks; that to enlist
tlie aid of democrats of malodorous
memory In such a movement was not
dishonorable, but discredited
only
the movement from the very start,
anil that the republican party was
perfectly able to skin its own skunks.
It has been openly charged and never
effectually disproved, that some of his
closest political advisors were men
high in the councils of the democratic party and who, while enthusiastically shouting reform in the governor's ears, were slyly winking to
one another at their clever ruse in
working that official to the advancement of their own interests.
"We are not disposed to hold postmortems on dead political ambitions,
but we cannot lefrain from remarking in passing that some of the very
reform
practices that the
element were loudest in denouncing,
were ultimately adopted by them to
gain their ends; but once adopted,
these practices ceased to be corrupt
but were merely an application of
practical politics. Mr. liursum was
courlmartial and
trietl by drum-hea- d
branded as an embezzler In the public prints without even being given a
personal hearing.
It was charged
that he had burned the penitentiary
of guilt.
destroy
to
evidences
books
and this fact was loudly proclaimed
by the governor's organs throughout
the territory. Mr. Uursuin is now. of
bis own Initiative, seeking an accounting of his affairs, and It transpires
that at this accounting tlie burned
books will be produced. A
pie
of the golden rule in
this unfortunate incident, which even
the most anient defendants of the
govt rnor are forced to admit was a
most egregious blunder on his part,
would have gone a long ways toward
Anaccomplishing the same ends.
reother instance of this
form; the public printing was degovernor
nounced as a graft by the
and his adherents, but this did not
deter him, when seeking to advance
his own ends, from appointing a party
to this alleged graft to a position of
great public trust in the territory."
otllce-seek-e-
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WILL PAY THE BOY.

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY

IO

West Gold Avenue

We are the oldest firm of music dealers
in New Mexico, and today sell more
goods than any other concern in the Territory. Everything in the musical line
may be found in our store. Whitson
Music Co., 124 South Second.
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Dearer Toc

Vefeire

Healer

handsome nor the sort one imagines
lounging gracefully about the drawing
rooms of fair ladies. His appearance
was that of one who resents the modern obligation of cleanliness; he was
covered with dust; his coat had a wild
and wooly look; he wore no tie and
Ills collar was soiled and worn.
It was near midnight when he came
slinking up Railroad avenue his shuttling gait and vacant stare rendering
his general "ensemble" even more unPhone 98
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
prepossessing. To the passer-b- y
he
was marked as an inferior
to whom
one must stoop to maintain a level.
A policeman favored him with a menacing look and passed on, but .he was
evidently inured to this and gave no
notice.
He sidled to the edge of the curbing
oaBMBBOMHmm
opposite the entrance to one of the
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
leading thirst parlors and stood quietW.50
PER TON
ly watching the throng pouring in and
BLOCK
out through tlie wicket. No one spoke
BE8T AMERICAN
to him and lie appeared to devote his
W.50
PER TON
attention entirely to scanning intently
each Individual passing before .inn. A
restless cabby could not resist the
temptation to tickle him under the
ear with ills whip and then look away
quickly, but he ottered no sign of resent incut.
Presently a man in a large hat and
tan shots and an uncertain roll In his
AFTER MAY IS
gait came through the wicket. With
an Inarticulate sound, the bushy haired specimen sprang forward. Die glad
COPYRIGHT
light of recognition in Ills eyes, and
riiii.nuKN or
ai:e
all tint upset the man in his awkard
tiikliiK
602 BOUTH FIRST STREET.
u: ami vo.ml:. oi
greeting. The latter pushed him
WlllluniH- InJiun Pitt
TOMOKltOW.
gently aside and strode off. but he
will cure ttlind
SDr.
followed, trotting close at Ihe others
ana Kchiup
o not Injure
their physical and
heels, contentedly wagging his tail for Till'. tt)l.()liliO NATION AIi TO.
Piles, it absnrtib tbettiUiorx
well being with indigestible
it w as only Fido seeing pa p.i home
i
I U K ASM HAM l: MK IDTV.
'tlluys
1
lull
uk ul tun v. nil mental
tie
Kemember, they grow Lev:
bread.
1
again.
B mm isa poulure. gives iiistunt re"An old line" insurance company, r
when fed best.
it. f. lr.
Select a quality if
ilnums' lnttiiin Pile
solid,
conserva-livcapital,
ample
with
is preiwrt-- for 1'i lea ami tu b
bread that you know is made right '.n
i:oas rou hatciiim;.
Kve.-ing ct the prtvni iurts.
tioz la every way.
progressive. Writes liberal conI'uder sanitary condiby niuil on reHv
wurranleil.
tracts of insurance and investment, r ti t of
rri'1- - ' ceuta and l.0O. WiLLIAMS tions, of good Hour, properly mixed
Eggs $1.C0 ped setting, r.ose comb, i'rtwltt & Prewitt, Managers,
a
so
baked,
and
I'ropH..
to be wholesome nrd
i'bvelau.1. Dim.
fcJUUUCTURING
CI
Hrown Leghorns and 1 tarred Hocks.
I'lub building.
nutritious. Hulling' bread on
FOR SALE BY 8. TANN A ON.
1'ure bloods. 240 laying hens. Address
will be found to fulfill everv ieipii-e- J. K. l'auley, Kstancia, N. M.
:
stove Itt'imirlng.
IKUt
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE ment.
I can fit any stove made, gasolene
PI3NEE BAKERY
D. Stokes
I'KH's ;mi). roi.i r.ooT iseEjV stoves a specialty.
and CANDIE8, AT WALTON'S DRUG
company, 411 West Railroad avenue. STORE.
AT WALTON'S lmi i bTOItE.
207 Sooth First Street
i

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

COAL

WOOD

FOR CASH ONLY

John

S.

Beaven
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COUNTY SUFFERS

DAY BRINGS

STORM

Fl RDM SEVERE
Lateness of Blossoms Saves
for

Lamblng-LumDer-Kall-

Wanted-Short- age

road

Beef- -

of

--

which claim has not been recognized
bv the government, objected to the
forest service signs being tacked to
the trees and proceeded to tear tnem
off. Th Indians seemed to fear that
these placards In some way would rob
them of the.lr traditional rights,
whereas the fact is that they are per
mitted to enjoy all their privileges.
There Is considerable building go
Ing on In the valley and the three saw
mills In the vicinity have not been
able to supply the demand for lumber.
Lumber has been shipped from len
ver. While adobe is still the principal
building material used In Taos, the
advantages of frame houses are be
Shingle
ginning to be appreciated.
and corrugated Iron roofs are gradual
Iv replacing the historic dirt roofs.
Persistent rumors of railroads to
Taos continue to keep up activity In
The "Swastika." or M
real estate.
Louis, Kocky Mountain and Pacific
railroad, has already constructed its
line to I'te Park, a distance of about
twenty-eigmiles east of Taos. A
route for this road has been surveyed
up the Cimmaron canyon, across the
Morena vallev over the Taos pass and
down Taos canyon. There Is considerable talk of a branch from the Denver
& Rio Grande to Taos, but no route
has been surveyed as yet. Already the
"Swastika" road is making a bid for
reduced
the Taos valley shipping,
freight rates have been made, but the
haul overland is still too arduous and
expensive to give them mucn business. Mr. Hanklns, of Cimarron, has
a contract with the new road to run a
The
stage from lrte Park to Taos.
stiien will run dallv. except Sundays,
ranch
The
trains.
with
connect
and
house of Hugh Perry and Nathan
Dowell. two miles from the top of
the pass, has been selected as a stage
station, and will no doubt become a
popular stopping place for travelers
for Hugh Perry has the reputation of
being a famous cook.
For the first time In its history,
Taos has had to import beef.
The fad in Taos Just now Is roller
skating. The Taos hall has been turn
eil Into a rink and Is open for skating
Next week the court meets in Taos
but the onlv serious item on the cal
endar is the charge of murder against
a recaris im.mn.
j. ,,,u....
cused of murdering his own child.

I

are

that the

cluimiiMC

ranchers
apples
storm will be a great benefit to
the amount of freezand lat fruit as
out
the
thinned
simply
has
ing done
II
number.
ii fiooimhle
t
v.i...-.- ,
to kill
no subsequent storm arrivescrop
will
apple
the
tlie late blossoms,unusually
good qualbe heavy and of
ity.
The effect of (he snow fall upon
grain crops has been enormously
Ranchers were fearing a scargood.
city of water this summer on account
of the dry condition of the mountains.
the
Now there is snow enough in
for
mountains to feed the streams
No
longer.
two months, or perhaps
be
to
sufficiently
grown
grain had
blighted by the cold.
Last week over two hundred Mexican sheep herders left Taos valleyter-to
work in the eastern section of thesheep
ritory. Several large droves of
and goats have also been moved
across the range to the grazing lands
The cold
eastward and northward.
at the beginning of
weather coming
the lambing season, has resulted in
some loss of lambs.
This spring the forest service work
on the Taos reserve wis ueeu
Bert (I. Phillips and Mr.
this reMvers are the rangers onmany
grazserve and they report that
There
ing permits are being Issued.
has been some trouble in introducing
but
the forest reserve regulations,
nothing serious has yet happened.
the
of
With the growing realization spring-in
benefits of the service, there is
,,r, a sane a nnrecia Hon of the
Purules and regulations. The Taos 01eblo Indians, who claim a tract
land north of the Pueblos,
Tact,

nt

mnu-gurate- d.
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TERRITORIAL CAPITAL

j

POLICE COURT

TO UK

C

Santa Fe. N. M., May 1. The fol
lowing articles of incorporation have
been tiled In the office of Territorial
hecretary J. W. Reynolds:
''
v"
7
7.,.'
CJOai place H UUnincan at
Territorial agent,
Colfax county.
Frederic Whitney, at Cimarron. Capital stock, $100,000, divided into 1,000
shares of the par value of $100 each,
commencing business with $2,000. Object, operating packing houses, ice
Duration,
plants, meat markets, etc.
M.
H.
Incorporators,
fifty years.
letts. Charles ofSpringer and Frederic
Cimarron.
Whitney, all
The Kenna Bank and Trust Co.
place
of business at Kenna,
Principal
Territorial agent, W.
Chaves county.
Capital stock.
H. Scott, at Kenna.
$ir..ii00, divided into 150 shares of the
object, gen.
par value of $100 each.
Duration,
business.
eral banking
Incorporators, C. W.
fifty years.
Ayres. Daisy Ayres, H. S. Hulloway,
S.
Uoynton, Wilson Orr, V. H.
D.
Hlackwell, C. West. V. A. Fry, Delia
1. Tinsley. J. M. Hughes. F.dgarKen-m-F.
Hanoi and Salina Ayers, H.all of
Scott, O.
Chailes H. Slm, v.
all of
W. White ami D. It. Hockey,
Kliiln; J. IV Stone, of Portales.
Co.
Sharp
Construction
C.
U.
The
Principal place of business in New
Hernalillo
nt Albuquerque,
Mexico
county. Territorial agent, the Corporation. Organization and ManageCapital
ment Co.. at Albuquerque.
stock. 300.000, divided into 3. "on
(hares of the par value of $100 each.
Object, general lailroad construction.
Duration, fifty years.
The company
was organized in Kansas and tiled
amended articles to comply wilh the
laws of New Mexico. It was formerConly known as the Lungtry-Shar- p
tracting company.
Capital Stock.
orjKiintloiis Iiiorca-Certificates of amendment to the
articles of Incorporation of the Southwest Smelting and Refining company
and the Haton Klectric Light and
Power company have been filed in the
territorial secretary's office, increasing the capital stock of these corporThe total authorized capitalations.
ization of the Southwest Smelting and
Kenning company, which has Its principal place of business In th" territory
at Kiogrande. Is advanced from $750..
OOO
1.2'.0.0o0,
the additional
to
quarter of a million to he known as
common stock. The Raton Klectric
Light and Power company, the headquarters of which are at Raton,
iis capital stock from $Vi.Oo0
to ? oo.ooo.
.
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Cheyenne. Who., .May 1. News has
just been received here of another
outrage on the sheep owners in this
state, presumably by the cattle grow
ers.
This time the camp of John
Lynn, situated on Trapper creek in
Big Horn county, was blown to atom
ly dynamite, together with about TOO
sheep.
A posse of mounted, armed anil
masked men made their uppearancc
at the camp, and after binding the
herder, placed him a long dlstanc
away from thn camp, and then placed
dynamite sticks in all the wagons of
them
the outfit. and distributed
among the vast herd of sheep. They
attached a long fuse to the explosive
and when the explosion occurred the
men were not to be seen. The way th
explosion mangled the bodies of the
sheep was terrible, parts of bodie
mangled and torn beyond descrlp
tion were found scattered In all di
rections, and all the outfit wa
smashed JLo splinters.
This Is the second outrage that has
occurred In this section during th
past two years, the former being done
in September, 1H05, at the ranch

KKHS

When Police Judge George Craig
opens court In the city hall this aft-- 1
ernoon he will be confronted by six
men .arrested by the police yesterday.
-- "
"
police- by the
to the
Santa . Fe. . ,railway
........
.n
n llh
breaking into a car. Two are drunks
aid one man is accused of stealing a
bicycle.
Mark Keane, P. Martin and M. J.
Flint, three hoboes, were brought t i Lew Ijinlz.
the city last night by Special Oltlcer
Beard, of the Santa Fe, who charged
them with breaking the seals of sev- PASS CITY ROMANCE
eral freight cars at Grants. N. M.
The men were confined in the holdover of the city jail.
ENDS HAPPILY
When questioned by the police last
night the men refused to talk, pretending they were deaf and dumb,
The complaining witness against the tl( HARD J. PRKST, I'O.MDR AI.BI
yvi t.r.
ic William Thnmns n c tn il net o
Ol KRKAN. MARRH.S (ilRI,
of a freight train.
One Matson and Alex Peterson.
whom hi: had si:i:n
drunks, were arrested by the police
HI T THRi:i: TIMKS.
last night.
M. G. Baca was arrested yesterday
1.
Kl I'a so. May
The marriage
afternoon, charged with stealing a bi- re on Monday night of Richard
I.i lil inrit,,,- 1,, (liiu I tiw! t'sii.M
ot
Mis Mail
and
"
contractor.
Baca is a bartender.
Wis
working at the California saloon on wilh the culmination of an unusually
He was re- - romantic courtship. Prest. who is now
South Second street.
leased last night on $60 bond.
a
on the Southern Pacific
Joe Santi, who was sentenced to tit-- t Imtkeman
n,,.t
lliii'limi In T;t.nm
ay a line 01 .iu, or serve mir.y uays H(llm ,.i(,hu,,.n n,oihs ago.
At th
m me city jan. was
i,,.,.st hll(1 a ,loslUon uiln the
morning. Santi Is trying to raise inislime
tlio,Sant;l Fe at Albuquerque, and was on
nonej.
iiis return from a vacation spent with
i his
family In Canada.
His future
Just before the cases against Mark bride was in Tacoma on a mission of
Keaine. P. Martin and M. J. Flint mercy, having accompanied to their
were called in police court tins af- - home In that city, three little children
ternoon. Police Judge Craig Informed whose mother had died at Tomahawk
Spi-Sal
ifflcer Beard, representing the Lake. The couple met by accident as
Santa Fe railway, that he or his court a result of which they formed an at
had no jurisdiction over the prisoners. tachmbent and have kept up a cor
Acting upon this Information Officer respondence ever since.
Only twice
Beard made preparations to have the since toe first meeting have the tw
men taken to Grants, Valencia county, see neach other.
he first time was
where the crime was committed, to by arrangement at Kvanston, Wyo
They will be last' February ami the last time M
stand trial there.
charged wilh burglary and breaking Prist made the long journey from
into a freight car. Beard will lake here to Tomahawk
Lake. At this
them back to Grants tonight on train meeting the engagement was ennsu
No. 1.
and on Monday morning the
bride-to-b- e
arrived In this city, having been aot ompuiiied as far as Chi
cago by her mother. Both parties to
BIG BALLOON COMING
the alliance come from good f.imilii
and a happy future Is predicted f
TQWARDALBUQUERQUE them.
V.

1
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ADVOCATE
The balloon TEMPERANCE

St, Louis, Mo., May 1.
America, carrying Aeronaut J.

C. Mc-

at 9 o'clock this morning at Cape
Girardeau, 131 miles southeast of this
place.
It was following a course toward
Minn: to horse owxekr
the southwest when passing the cape
and seemed to be floating rapidly but
uii-- I evenly.
Tlie Allmquenjue Carriage
any. First and TljVras, has secured
Carrier pigeons were' taken in the
x
IiotchIkkt, balloon and word from the air navithe service of a
gators is expected this evening.
and guarantee all work, or no ny.

SHOOTS

ON

The following quotations were re
by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New Tork. Room 37, Barnett build
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:

10

MARRY
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L. N. liriglmni

South srroiui
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Box 282, Mo. Zakima, Wash. U. S.

.

76

Dividends In the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.

.

small cash payment and
$20.00 a month will buy a
house, with bath.

U'7

Il

.

'Jls,

.
.

.

.

S. S. pfd

Puts System Into Your Business

WHEN
book.

.

37
101

CO.,
J. E. ELDER, Armljo Building.
REALTY

4
,

.

16'.

.

17-

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have posltlr
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Albuquerque's Leading Tailor
Order Early.

Where to Dine Well

A

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

Under- - Bavoy Hotel
E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

C.

mm

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

Tlie telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less

77x
--

on hand N,043.fcrS

SlK.lM,!i76.

i

'i

common

alter

YOC NEKD A TELEPHONE

Hatters

tons.

dividend

telephone
preserve
Tlie
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your borne.

and the worries fewer.

The Albuquerque

tan

be had here any time. We dont
reserve them for a favored few and
compel the others to take what Is leflL

Corner

First Come is First Served

3rd St. & Cold Ave.

this market. We believe In giving
everybody a square deal. Also hi selling the very best meat we can get hold
of at the lowest prices possible. Tit
us with an order.
In

Phone 5t0.

lAVWwMBYBVWWWWWW,all4

AND

em i s

$

'J

2. lot

5.

1

5.

Sheep receipts lK.dnO. Market ueak
to shade lower. Western $4. 4 0 ri ti.Ml ;
yearlings $8X111 7 ti.r,; lambs and west-em- s
$i).50'( S.65.

Metal Market.

New York, May 1. Lead dull
25 ''I 25. 1.
I upper firm

'1

tl.l'i,

St.

SI. I.ouls Wool Market.
Louis. May 1. Wool steady;

unchanged.

I.ATK TO CLASSIFY.
nl

u

Brrt-aln-

g

Mooooooeooooooc

901 South Edith

Phone

FLY"

40

Your Health
by your
In Krciitly iiillU' iK cl
(lift. Oooil fond Is ulwiiyH to
be had of us. Wo make a specialty of .selling fctrlctly fre.-h- .

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
Bcreen doors In both strength and price.
Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

PIjANING MILL
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW 1JKICK 1JUILDINO

O0000000wO0wOwOSK

J.

inurvcluuly
C.VOI

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

Groceries
lor

SCREENS

eastern-mad- e

High Grade
at

Grocery Co.

MATTETJCCI BROS.
W. Tijorns Ave.
Pboe

622-62- 1

Market

Meat

.

1

The Champion

GROCERY

X L

1

nOMt

The Best Cuts of Meat

N

Kansas Cltl
Kansas City, May 1. Cattle
HO0, including
400 southerns.
Market strong to lMc higher. South- 1
DO;
5.
1
southern cows
ern steers 4.00 'a
and feeders $3.50
IS.OOSi 4. CO; stock-er'(i a. 2"; bulls S3. 1011 4. SO; calves S3. on 1
'I 5.50; western fed steer S4.25'n 5.75;
western fed cows S3. 5 fe 4.75.
7.000.
Market
receipts
Sheep
lambs
steady. Muttons $5. 251 6.25
'o
range
$5.50
7.10(1 8.60;
wethers
0.
7.00; fed ewes $5.00 fa
Chicago I.ItosUk'V.
Chicago, May 1. Cattle receipts
19,000. Market shade higher. Beeves
SO 'a 4. SO ; heifers
4 ; 0 'ii 6.5o; cows $
S'J.tiO ii r,.ii; calves $:i.50 ii 5. 75 ; good!
n r, f; H.Ml;
poor to
to prime stteis
medium S 1.25 5.30; Blockers and

IN YOTO

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
any SlyU" Panamas a SoClothing
steam
cially
I'x-rcCleaned and IrrMid.
to
Orders Attended
Promptly.

Important changes In stock exchange firms Including dissolution of
Charles G. Gates and company.
Leading banking Interests expect
money will continue easy throughout
Hie summer.
Sharp demand for steel common
and Pennsylvania in loan crowd.
Krle March net earnings Increased
$HS.2Ei5.
Pennsylvania earnings for March
east of Pittsburg decreased $464,000
and west of Pittsburg Increased IJ04,-Mlt- l.

f

Flace Your

Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

Si2

3!),12L'.4HU'.

Surplus

Tomei & Brothers w. r. r.

3 ',2

.

Summary of Conditions.

orders

recorded
you pay all bills by check, your business
Each Hem shows for Itself. Tbere la a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

s r,

1.
No London
York. May
market today.
Regular dividends on Steel common
and preferred.
Steel net earnings for quarter March

31st.

Gold Ave.

.146',

Greene Cananea
Shannon
Santa Fe Copper
Conner Range
North Butle
Butte Coal
New

no West

S. F. R. R.

A Checking Account

A

.

o,

Si

.

&

'04K)00XD4K)00000

10 per cent.

.176

Norfolk
Pennsylvania
KcVlliig com
liock Island com
Southern Pacific
Ciilon Pacific
I'. S. S. com
V.

63

.us'
7S

1

Phonographs

Watch Inspector A. T.

Santa Fe Restaurant

1J4!m

F.rle com
Missouri Pacific
New Yolk Central

I OO

VaW

Bring me your watches, clocks and jewelry for repairs.

1

.

Jeweler

The Old Reliable Watchmaker

New Tork stocks.
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundr
Atchison com
Anaconda
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit . . .
Canadian Pacific
Chicago Great Western com

My black horse, good
Jose p.ircnu J rim aged ji. and KiiR SALE-llgentle. for buggy or carrlug- Maria I'atarlna Abeyta. aw
1$12V Alfred Gruiisfeld.
Isbla Indians, applied at he pro- SAI.lv-piallbate i lei k's oltice this morning f
Foil
Fine Cliickeriug Bros.'
marriage license. After securing the
very cheap. Apply upstairs
K.
Walker
license Probate Clerk A.
over
Futrelle's furniture store,
asked Jron if he wanted to get mar
evenings, between 6 and 7 30.
ried here.
Jron answered that tin
wedding would be performed by the
Large
New arrivals for the week
priest ol Hi,' old mission at
of velvet and Axmineter
.
A!-I
e
rugs,
a;j s.ze-"Villi call Uil llle lilt
i.ut m'
Hoosler kitchen
romantic spirit about the Indians," cabinets. Kutrelle Furniture Co.
Subscribe for Hie
couple had lelt !he eourt house.
Citizen
,

A

N. II. ANDRUS
and

in large tracts. Title
must be perfect.

Wanted
Address,

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

"9 F.

Waste Land

ceived

ALBERT FABER'S

West Gold

208

MARKETS

all.
Call and sre onr stock

PORCH SHADES

F. Allen xoooooooooocco

C- -

Galvanized Iron Cornier, Tin Roof
Denver, May 1. Union mill me: ing,
Slieon-dl- p
Tajiks, Galvanize!
and woodworkers numberln gabout Water Tanks, Plpn anil Repair Work
en
to
today
on
500 went
strike here
force a demand for closed shops.
1- -2
A sympathetic strike of the build
lug trades may follow.

TELEGRAPHIC

tet 7udor

ts

Kan., May 1. A
shooting scrape between John Amer
ine, a radical prohibition and ami
gambling crusader, and Frank Faber,
formerly a soldier, who has had con
siderable trouble with the police, ha
caused much talk here. Falier Is said
to have visited Amerlne's neighbor
hood between 12 anil o'clock in the
morning when Amerlne took four
shots at him. one shot hit Fuber in
the leg as he was running away. The
police have not arrested Amerlne and
will not do so unless Faber swears to
a warrant. The police believe Fabe
was out in Amerlne's nelgnborhood to
make trouble.
Amerlne broke up policy wheels five
years ago. He gave information to the
supreme court receivers Saturday and
stood outside of saloons with a triumphant
receivers
air while the
were Inside. He is a fighting character ami carried a big cane and no one
took occasion to nrgue with hlin.

LICENSE

A

STRIKE

Mod ComforUbU PU
in tin Hotn."

Llvetrtoek.

ISLETA INDIANS SECURE

1--

i

"Th

-

GO

Vmlor shades will
cool, srcluiled restfid
retreat on the hottest clay,
practically adding anothear
room to your home Mid
that room the most comfortable, serviceable, rooat of
you

during which time they will be welcomed by Ballut Abyad Temple of Albuquerque and the local Blue Lodge
of Masons. Four of the chapters win
arrive on passenger train No. 1 at 7:45
o'clock. They are:
The Sphinx Temple of Hartford.
Conn., lramld Temple of Bridge
port Conn., Pyramid Temple of Providence, R. A., and the Melha Temple
of Boston. They will stop over here
Just forty-fiv- e
minutes. Following
train No. 1 will be a special carrying
the Yaahab Alee Temple of Savannah,
Ga.
the
After leaving Albuquerque
Shrlners will be taken to the CI rami
'anvon, where they will be tne guests
of the S.lnta Fe railway, under the
haperonage of H. H. Moore, traveling
passenger agent at Ixis Angeles, and
TO
HOLD
IUARDSMEN
Mrs. Moore, who left last night Tor
Grand Canyon.
Tomorrow comes the Syria Temple
of Pittsburg, Pa., Murat Temple of In- PRACTICE SHOOT
llanapolls, Rajah Temple of Reading,
Pa., lsmalla Temple of Buffalo, Mecca Temple of New York City. Saladln
iemple of Grand Uaplrts. Mien., zena- bia Temple of Toledo. Ohio, Zen Zen
Temple of Newark. N. J., and the
New Jersey and Pennsylvania carava n s.
Friday the Syria Temple of Cincin
The members of companies K and nati,
Moclat Temple of St. Louis, Mo.
O and the First regiment band, na
of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kismet
tlonal guards of New Mexico, will be and the Temple
Alllsen Temple of Columbus,
gin their rille practice Sunday on their Ohio,
pass
through.
will
Company G will
respective ranges.
Kvery Shrlner and his lady will ne
shoot east of the city, on the mesa, presented
with a ribbon with the fol
while company K will shoot on Its lowing engraved
on It:
range near the Rio Grande.
The
Welcome. Albuquerque Temple io,
marksmen of the band will probably 6. Masonse."
separate and shoot with the two
The Shrlners and Masons will en
companies.
deavor to meet all trains coming in
give each visiting member of both
of
and
B.
command
Runne. tn
Cantain
company G, said this morning that he orders the glad hand.
was told that the annual encampment
CARD OK THANKS.
national guard
of the territorial
would be held at Las Vegas some
to express our heartfelt
We
it.
July,
was
sure
desire
not
of
but
time in
Albuquerque should do two things thanks to the many friends of John
towards bettering its battalion of the B. Lutz for their kindness to him dur
territory soldiery. First give to the- ing his short Illness and for the sym
Also
war department the site for nn arm- pa thy extended to his family.
orv; second, have the business men for the many and beautiful floral of
We shall always bear
get together and boost Albuquerque ferlngs.
for the annual encampment of th kindly regard for those who com
forted us in our bereavement.
national guard In 1908.
MRS. MARY Lt'TZ,
LAl'RA M. LVTZ.
DENVER WOODWORKERS
MAY UTTZ.
GEORGIA Lt'TZ.
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1
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He took with him a Hay norse anil
wagon and a new Singer sewing ma
chine with which he had been sent
out to canvas. The horse had a new
set of harness. The man had no money belonging to the firm In his possession at the time of his disappearance that the manager Is aware of.
but if possible that he may have made
some collections.
Inquiries at Mr. Stewart's home on
John street resulted In the Information that Mrs. Stewart Is also missing.
The fnmlly formerly lived In the
Plllsbury block. The management of
the company regard Mr. Stewart's ab
sence in a very suspicious light.

i

Coy and Captain Chandler, which lifted from here last evening, was sited

Pre-

pared to Give Visitors
Warm Welcome.

Sewing Machine.

SHEEP HERDS

AMITE

THIElt 11Y .u ik;i:
(KAKi.

V.

Cool

Socialists Have Been Gone Two Days Ballut Abyad Temple Is

Prevent

MASKED MEN DYN

Alt-TKI-

HERE.

ARE

I

Paris, May 1. Although the entire
gurrlson of Paris were under arms
and six hundred mounted republican
guards and the vast police reserves
were on duty In order to prevent the
day
May
gigantic
manifestation
planned by the socialists, the city pre
sented almost Its normal aspect this
morning.
The troops were massed at various
points out of sight to avoid unduly ex
citing the populace.
While not attempting to interfere
with meetings, the authorities nre re
solved to prevent any attempt at
It was appar
street demonstration.
ent In the early morning that the
people were not much in sympatny
Appeals or so
with the agitators.
clallsts for complete suspension of
work were generally unheeded.
The police kept the crowds moving
but by noon 200 arrests had been
On many of the prisoners
made.
were found knives, brass kunckles
and revolvers.
This afternoon a man passing the
Place de la Kepubllque, on an omnl
bus, fired Ave shots from a revolver at
a suuudron of cuirassiers, wounding
two cavalrymen.
The man was sulwquently Identi
fied at Jacob Law, of Kalla, Russia
and he narrowly escaped lynching.

HELD

LAWIIRE

ALI.IH.KD

SIX

MOVNTA1N NClMM.Y ( .
NKU HANK AT KKXNA O. 11.
SHARP t ONSTRl TIOX CO.
TO MAKE HKADOi:

ROCKY

WIFE

Make Your
Hot Porch

emigrating
Five caravans
Jack Stewart, an employe of the
of
'ALACE FIKED UPON;
Singer Sewing Machine company, who Phrlners. searching for the oasis of
disappeared
day
AlbuquerIn
mysteriously
Angeles,
oefore
Los
will
arrive
200 ARE ARRESTED yesterday, is still missing.
que tonight, stopping here an hour,

THIS AFTEHNOHH

OFFICIAL MATTERS

PACK

JACK STEWART AND FOUR CHAPTERS OF

From Making Public
Demonstrations.

Roller Skating the Fad.

Taos. N. M. April SO. After an
eaceptlonally mild winter and after
May,
spring had apparently come to set
in
tart week a severe snow storm
with only
that has kept up for a week The
snow
hort intervals of sunshine.
averfall In the Taos mountains hasInches,
aged from fourteen to sixteen
unci in the valley about eight inches.
ana
The temperature went down blosfruit
caused much damage to peaches
and
soms, especially cherries,
plums. The apple crop, however, will
not suffer materially as the blossoms
were rather late In coming out. In

CITIZEN.

CAPITAL

Men Preparing Soldiers

Apples-Sh- eep

DIS

IN PARIS

ORDER

EYEmj

'ALBUQUERQUE

low

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

piie.

Sl'K(1I.S

atiirduy, May llli.
2l'c nweet potatoes, per can.
Standard corn, i cans
Kic can ealmon, per can..
SpiiRhettl. Vermicelli Hiid
Macaroni per pk(j
23c ilreakfast fall Coffee
per lb
J'tr I'lincess dinger Snaps
per pkir
Korn Kinkx. 6 pks
Force, pi r pkg
8 bars kilk toap

15c

l;,c

S

Covers more, looks

PAINT

best, wears

the longest, most economical; full measure.
Plaster, Lime, Cement
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. AIOirQVERQl'E, NEW MIX

10c
10c
20c
20c
25c

lo
25c

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Highland Livery

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
At TNC
drivers in the cltv. Procrietori of
sad... the picnic wagon.
COLOMBO HALL DANCING SCHOOL
j

HAMBKOOK

Phone

5tt.

RUOS.
112 John Street

.

..

.
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ALBUQUERQUE

AGE SIX.

B9WGAN GI&LsjS

TELL FALoTE f &?tt
9
TRUE
Him OTIII
n.ni:i:v
K 11. M
oVMI'TOMS
i

S
!11
f
J IT
"Tnu
"tiler
Slrls!"
m tlut in a vniWhen UK
filled with
nil lf:i: ,g awc at your
perfection or In the triumphant tone
of another Cnlutnhu ii;civei Ing n;i
unknown continent, i.Mr
Miss, don't believe It!
The wnan of 30 "r 2r' evol- needs no warning; she has heard It no
Often. For that is the stork phrae of the man who Is Insincere, who Is
playing at love.
It has done in every land, in every language, since man began to woj
and woman to pretend coyness.
You see it is such a subtle form of flattery, such a strong appeal to
human vanity thai it seldom falls of having the desired effect.
And we re all very much alike after all. Kipling knew the ropes when
he wrote:
"The colonel s lady and Juiv OGrady
Are sisters under the skin."
The man who makes love ea.sllv and whose "lines" and gestures remind you of your favorite matinee Idol Is simplv understudving the role of
lover dismiss him.
"I can't live without you!" Is
near-lov- e
expression that a real
lover never uses.. A man "as Is a another
ran live without any woman that
man"
ever breathed if he really sets his mind to do It!
he d'"'
"Ma" and "Pa" and look bored when little brother
fi-j06I
Ie.oom' lnt,( th room and upsets
carefully arranged playacting
lthi. the frank gize of childhood? Is he the
disinclined to meet anil mingle
with your friends? Careless of your best Interests? These are ull symptoms of Insincerity in love.
Nothing his sweetheart can tell
however trivial, about her home.
Herself, her friends Is unimportant to him.
the true lover.
For don't you see. 'way down in ,is
day
Is hoping some
heart
they will be his folks and his friends ami she willlie be his wife.
The man who forgets to deliver tender glances according to stage directions and talks frankly and humanly about his home, his alms in life
nd those nearest ami dearest to him can generally be depended upon as
lover. He rings true there Is nothing spurious about the man who Is
Interested In our common dally needs, whose Live Is big enough and
broad enough to make every aspect of life beautiful when spent with YOU.
Never forget that the man who laughs
a silly girl's liullscretlons U
unworthy her trust. True would not tolerateat one act one thought that
would lower Its object In her own or another's sight.
-

llreaii-and-Uutt-

-

8

Woman and Home
IJy Catherine

Allman.
"Maybe I'm squeamish,"
said
the woman In russet brown effects,
"but I had a weird experience with
canny Scotch forehandedness last
summer that made my blood run
cold. The person in question was a
widow, twice removed, or bereaved, or
reprieved, however It may
your point of view, and she still strike
wore
mourning.
However, she wa3 quite
cheerful with it all. and when I took
upper with ber one evening I found
her unexpectedly delightful.
Her
liver spoons, though evidently of reorigin,
cent
were patterned after antique designs and I could see they
were very bonny In her eyes, and so
tell to admiring them extravagantly.
"'Well, yes. I am proud of my surer.' she said an dthen with a sigh
and lapsing Into her Scottish orogue,
Jeems and Tanimas were both guid
men, guld men, and when I came to
lay them away, 1 said. "Nought is too
rood for them," an i so I had coftin
plates of solid sliver made for each
of them."
"I nodded sympathetically at this
somewhat
expression of
material
wifely appreciation, but what In the
world was she saying?
" 'But, of course. 'twould have
heen reckless to bury so much guid
silver with the dead and gone, and
"Tea, that's where those spoons
came from, and I had to sit and sup
tea for half an hour afterward, and
look the picture of calm enjoyment."

There is a woman in this town
who vainly flattered her that she had
solved the eternal servant problem.
This woman has socialistic leanings,
a small dab of philosophy Just big

enough to misapply, and a wonder-ou- s
sense of humor respecting other
people's trials and beset ments. Of
course, as you can see, she Is a particular friend of mine, and I wouldn't
tell a soul In the world, but the truth
of the matter is that no credit was
due her for her phenomenal success
with her maid, and when it came to
an end, like all the other fairy tales,
I could see plainly that it was but
the workings of Providence.
The servant was a wholesome looking Irish girl, with a very natural
capacity for enjoyment and with a
uLring of suitors thai would have
reached from Cork to Dublin. That
Is where the lady plumed herself on
her sagacity. Instead of aiscourag-In- g
the evening calls of Mary's "followers," she entered Into the spirit
of the thing, gave the maid some
pretty Swiss curtains
the kitchen
windows, bought one or two scarlet
geraniums for the window sills, and
recklessly expended $:'.'." for a rocking chair with gayly colored cushions. Of course. Mary was tickled
to death, and kept the kitchen neat
as wax, with pots and kettles shining.
Her mistress was even deep
enough to bring about a serious flirtation with the butcher and the grocer, with the canny result that when
she sent Mary to the store to market Mary brought home six lamb
chops for a quarter and the pick of
the vegetables.
But human nature Is the same, or,
In other words. Mary, obeying the
mandates of her inained heart,
eloped one Joyous evening with the
policeman on the beat, and that too.)
right when mad tine was entertaining
family reunion sort of an affair.
has recalled her forthcom-- i
Xladame
on "How to Treat
in- - publication
Servants." for a few necessary revis- ions and
hiiu.
I forgot to mention that it was I
j ho told the pollcemm about Marv.

tr

heart-to-hea-

rt

O
'Coffee was Introiiuc-.I:i th- dlicml 1650.

l in Knglaml
list days of
May
n.
Cromwell's ronim.-- i
th.- 17.
1607.
Publ.k Advertiser
printed the following
"In Dartliol imew Lint. on the.

--

i

Ixikdliani
Standing

In ope

.riier of the store

have dug bullets on'. This in all that
is left of tile "exe uiio'i lice" ot the
Seminole nation. I'. I. is leen
as an eloquent le.i. of the execution laws of the Seinit.ole nation.
stood close by Me old countree
The
cil house and all inii.MS fi.tei lei to
courts were
leath by the
placid with their back t this tree
and shot. Theie ale a great many
buileU in the old ties ar,i each bullet
liole represents the final chapter in
sins
the life of some Indian whose
tranrfgrvttMrd the Seminole laws.
The last oiiicitl e"i u'.i.ii; In the
Seminole nation wa :ht of Tulmos-ked
a
Seinnio.e Indian,
It wad
who was hot til March.
that the Curtis
Just about that time
act. w hich pi ovl i d for the dismemberment of tli.j F:v ''U.lizeJ tribes
and the dissolution of a.l Indian
oouiti, taking authority from them
pie-nerv-

y,

full-bloo-

m

Visiting cards orlgmared with the
Chinese as long ago as 61H during
the period of the Tong dynasty. The
cards were large and of a bright red
color.

Forks were first used in liO: sugar
Kurope about
1250;
cabbages
were introduced in Kngland in 1610,
turkeys in 1523, and bread was first
made with yeast about 1631.
The early Greeks knew nothing of
the use of butter, while ancient Romans used It as a medicine, never
as food.
The Christians of Kgypt
burned butter in their lamps instead
in

t oil.

Animals that live under water attain great age. A carp has been
known to live 200 years (I suppose
It was a family pet) while common
river trout have been confined In a
well where they have attained an
age of fifty years; and when you
come to think of It, goodness only
knows how far they had traveled on
the river of life before they were
caught and Incarcerated.
it Is said,
but please understand that the writer
does not vouch for the truth of the
tale, that a pike was caught In 14H7
In a lake near Heilbornne, in Swabla,
with a brass ring attached, recording that It had been placed 111 tne
lake in 1230.
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capital and surplus. $100,000

INTEREST

No.

homi; om:n own

coixtuy.
me
gives

"My Dear Margie: It
such pleasure, dearie, to hear about
your plans and the pride you two are
taking In them.
"Have you thought. Margie, that a
new home Is a little kingdom, the
'o.mi country' whose map a young
Hut
couple draw for themselves?
the learning of all the schools will
hardly be able to teach this newly
created principality of yours to govern Itself, and experience is so apt
to be refused as a guide. There Is no
giving a guess at the history this
young power will write day by day.
All you can do. Margie. Is to make
out its headings.
"Kohert has been wise to buy In
the suburbs Instead of renting a flat
downtown. Don't let him see for one
minute that you shall feel the quiet,
for he is giving up something, loo.
The long car ride Is going to do that
man good, shut up In an office as he
Then
must be for so many hours.
w hen you go shopping It will give you
reafexpe.lltion.
t
won
It?
a
"One of the main secrets of your
home happiness lies in your under standing from the first, dear girl, mat;

Now you
in
which you've told me of, nor

rouldnt afford that pretty lawn
town,

the garden behind. Supposing your
house is only a story and a half high,
you say it spreads. The deep porch
will Just tempt your friends to leave
that hotpot of a town for a day in
summer
Margie,
a fortress.
A home
Is
,
to low
w here the world cannot
"'Hess the door opens See hat it Is
thrown wide to sun and air to all
that makes a husband and wife conto
tent to stay therein; that it Is shut
whatever converts a home into simp
ly a place to eat and sleep.
"Trouble will knock, aye, more
than once. It may enter without
Do not In
waiting for admittance.
vite it by word or sign, for if it conies
It
may not depart.
In
"Hut away with this sober talk! I
shall soon see you, the little bride, In
your w hite dress and with love and
hope In your eyes, w hen my lectures
must be out of mind In the Joy and
excitement of that happy day.
"Good-by- e
till I see you, and dor t
forget that next to the first kiss will
belong to your loving

"..
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
Johnson. Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell.
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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ornccRB and oiRKcromm
JOSHUA 3. RAYNOLD3

In those days the east side was a
section. The door
line residential
From Chicago Tribune.
plates
of old Knickerbocker families
in
origin
Its
variety
show
had
Tlie
showed on thousands of homes. Our
the days of the civil war. when men success was gratifying but our main
felt gloomy ami wanted laughter, not object was not attained.
The women
philosophy. In their hours of relief. wouldn't come. I announced distribudrama
the
of
forms
more
serious
The
tions of bon bons of dolls of flowbecame neglected, giving way to. minthey were coy. I had "la-

ers. Still
dles' night" every Friday, advertising
might
far and wide that husbands
bring their wives and young men their
charge.
vain.
In
sweethearts free of
arguments.
I tried more substantial
I gave away bags of flour tons of
poi hams even sewing machines.
Still they wouldn't flock to the box
office.
At last I announced one day that I
silk
would give away twenty-fiv- e
dresses to women attending the show.
barThat caught 'em. Talk aboutuepart-megain day at a Sixth avenue
seen
ought
to
have
You
store!
the lobby of my theater after the women had read the announcement!
Next I announced bonnets twenty-fiv- e
e
free bonnets. Did It work?
policemen had to be present to
keep them from breaking ranks.
As last I had induced them to come
to a variety theater and they have
been coming ever since. But I wasn't
left long to enjoy my prosperity alone.
Competition sprang up right and left.
nt

2
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Aaalatant Caahler
Director
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ROtlTORY
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Santa Fe Railway Company
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STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking

business and with the
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FRANK McKBJB
R. A. FROST
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"AUNT

strels and variety shows of all sorts.
Not much was required In those
days In the way of scenery and other
stage accessories. Small halls and
even stores were used as variety
theaters. Drinks were served, smoking was allowed, and everything was
free and easy. So popular did the
variety entertainments become that
rich men embarked in them as a
business, fine after another the variety cropped up; the Crystal palace,
for instance, and the American theater, at 444 Broadway, long known simply as 444.
Hut all these were essentially resorts for men. Now, I had believed
for a long time that women and families ought to attend variety shows. To
demonstrate my theory I formed a
pa tnershlp with Sam Sharpley, who
was u welt known Bianager of minstrel shows. Together we leased an
opera house at 201 Bowery. This was
in 1S65. He at once invited all the
women to come and enjoy our show.

Facllltlea.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

Ry Tony Pastor.

.

SAVINGS

ON

With Amp'a Mtana and Unau.paMf

How Variety Show
Became Popular

r

ALLOWED

you can't have the earth.
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gambling houses ml into a spleen and stamped ner foot
on f:irn frames to oi. I in.1 corner! him roundlv. Finding
attack of temtract the softer sex. but to their him unmoved by hersuccumbed
to an
chagrin speedily discovered that all per, she gracefully
vapors,
but all these
on
the attack of the
advantage
the calculated
upon
such
were
lost
arts
feminine
bank's side could not offset the hardheaded dolt, and finally she gavea
and the
spurious coin Introduced
nim a note on Drummonds. London
"debts of honor" contracted by these bankers.
next morning he
frail daughters ot r.ve. says: pm 9 went as Thither
legs couiu
lasi as pieueiau
"The
1793, the London Times
.,ve.
nun anu naim
faro banks have suspended Decause carry
e
envelope
to
the
coroneted
thelr fair patrons understood the fumed
it and
so well and plav so keenly and Ing teller, who opened
Its contents curiously
that it requires an argus veyed
" hen will you have this? he
The convict population of the Ari- eve to discover all their trices."
the impatient gambler,
finally
zona penitentiary at Yuma is now
due noble dame was unlucky "All asked
of it right away." responded
272. the largest It has been in the enough to lose 200 In a single sit- man. whereupon the
ting but with lofty Indifference she the eager faro him
history of the Institution.
back the note,
It up." He. teller handed
bade the banker "mark was,
.
y
w
queen
w
un
ran
inch tl.A
insisted
Philip Holzman, the Pastura gen- base plebeian that he
.nnv two
v.o.ior of flits note
ot.i
a draft on uei
eral merchant, who lost his store by that she give him
stout strokes of the ferule.
tire last week, has announced his In- banking house, whereupon she fell hundred
tention to rebuild the burned building and reopen the store there.
His
losses in the tlie were covered by insurance.
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Pabst

It would seem that there are some
who know nothing of a law prohibiting tlie killing of wild turkey at this

season, for many birds are being

M

ftliM-hDAY- ,

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Blue Ribbon Beer

kill-

ed, ways a dispatch from Cloudcroft.
This is the laying season of the turkey, and It is a case of anniliilatin
the game to slaughter them ut this

time.

county will pay off $7,000
of its bonded Indebtedness July next.
This sum is a part of the indebtedness incurred at the time of the formation of McKlnley county. When
0
$7,000 is paid off the county will
Hemstitching makes a pretty fin- this
an indebtedness of but $2.00O.
have
ishing touch to summer clothes and The county
is in good financial condimay be done on the machine to perfection. First draw the threads as tion and has money In the treasury.
for hand hemstitching, folding the
The Gallup high school will graduhem and basting with the edge in
a class of five members this year.
the center of the drawn threads. The ate
exercises will
tension of the machine must now be The commencement
loosened carefully, and the material take place Friday. May 3 1st. A program
has been arranged for the ocstitched as nearly to the edge as possible.
When that Is done, remove casion and the gradil.ttes are rehearsThe exercises will
basting threads, pull the eoge of the ing their essays.
house and the
of the drawn be held in tlie op-ihem to the bottom
threads, and tile hemstitching is class address will Lo delivered by ltev.
11
Congregational
u:e
A. Hodges, at
done.
Tha
church on Sunday, May 2fi.
members of the class are Kthel Morris. Katheiiue lirow n, John Graffus,
Henrietta Willmumlor and Lillian
Winders.
A swarm of beet., the property of
living
Charles F. Finch, a rancher
half a mile west of SafTord. Arizona,
made an attack on a horse belonging
to David Angle last Friday afternoon
and placing It In a Tederal court,
!uid before the bees could ue routed
stole lo Itt'ucli Hit Using Suetqlicart. the horse was literally stung to death,
Tulmoskey was a fullblood. He was thousands of the insects swarming
a oiing Indian and was sentenced to tlie body when the animals fell prosdeath because he was found guilty trate In the road. Mr. Angle has
of stealing a horse. It Is said that made a demand for $100 damages on
the theft was committed under the Mr. Finch for the loss of his horse,
most pressing circumstance and that and It Is understood that an amicatlie incident so grewsomely portrayed ble settlement lias been, or is to be,
herewith was born In romance.
had an Indian maiden sweet-beai- t. made
who was stricken with fever
Uegardliig the prospects for a fruit
and It was feared hlie would die. Word clop
tins season, 1'iot. D. N. Croft, all
reached her lover ana he to reach authority
Koswcll, has the followher must travel fir as he was then in ing to nay: of"There
were many .elicate
wli.it is now Oklahoma nearly 100
protected by other
were
trees
that
miles away. He mounted his horse objects, many hardy
trees that were
and started straight to his sweetheart.
varieties that
lie role alt day and all night until ins not hurt and many late
stage
dangerous
not reached the
lioise dropped dead beneath him. He bad
w
came.
freeze itThe
freeze
lieu
tile
promptly stole another horse and proceeded on bis way. lint the stern old self will cause many trees to put out
some new blossoms, and from .ill
Seminole Judge who tried file
would countenance no leniency on ihese sources w ill ome a paiti ii crop.
account of the reasons t li.it bad driven Tlie Pecos Valley will eat1 lis own
tell you.
Tulmoskey to theft.
Hu was sen- fruit next fall, mark what
tenced to death. Under all of the all other predictions not w lllntand- Indian codes theft was a most serious

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

is Healthful
Because it is brewed from
Eight-DaMalt and
choicest hops.
Malt is made from barley
the most nourishing of all
grains.

Pabst

McKinlcy

Bey SA

I (V.V

.

The Pabst

It's Hard to Tell

y

Eight-Da-

y

Malt-

ing Process gets all of these
nourishing properties out of
the barley-grain- ,
and the
Pabst Brewing Methods retain them all in

Pabst

BlueRibbon

tell
utu

The Beer of Quality

EecUioini Tree

Ti tiling company, at
Wewoka, 1. T.. is a oec'.ion of a white
ak tree full of bullet holes, some of
them enlarged and Jagged where bos

of the Wewoka

back side of the Old Exchange, the
drink called coffee, w hich Is a w hole-soand physical drink, having many
excellent virtues, closes the orifice of
the stomach, fortifies the heat within, healpeth digestion, maketh the
heart llghtsom. Is good against eyesores, coughs or colds, rhuines. gout,
sxurvy, or King's evil, nni niaiiv
others, it to be sold both In the
morning and at three of the clock
in the afternoon."
Tea wads Introduced Into France
prior to cofTee, but the volatile Gaul
did not take to the beverage, and
continued to sip his native wine.
Finally in 1672, an Armenian, Pas.,
cal by name, set up his first coffee
shop at the fair of the St. Germain,
which was held during the first two
spring months of each year. Thither
Hocked the merchants of all France
and foreign countlres, and opened
stalls and bazaars, where purchasers
might procure anything from a Turkish rug to the German Wienerwursts.
The wily Pascal made cups of steaming hot coffee for merchants land
buyers, and so popular became the
beverldge that he sent boys with pots
through the streets of Paris, and
made a fortune in trade, and lords
and ladles were wont to await his
coming with the spring fair with
great Impatience.
Finally, In 1689,
un Italian opened up a Bplce store
across from the King's theatre of the
Comedie Francalse.
He also made
cofTee, and called his place a cafe,
from which the word originated.
"And with the Introduction of that
insidious drink," says one writer,
"the nerves of the French nation became unstrung, and to cofTee may be
ascribed the French revolution and
other kindred calamities. Voltaire
and Diderot met their friends daily
at the Cafe Procope, and, taking
their coffee, they overthrew all religions, and while they attacked heaven they prepared unwittingly
the
upheaval of the earth."

crime anil horse stealing was always
punished by death.
The Honor nf an Indian.
Sentence was passed upon Tulmos-ke- y
and he was given three weeks to
go to his home and prepare to dte.
He was not placpd under bond and no
officer or spy was sent to watch that
he ilid not flee. He said He woui.i
return on execution day ami neither
his friends nor the Indian court entertained n thought that ho would not.
This was the code of honor among
Indians of the earlier times. An In
dian would rather die than have nis
ranillv dishonored with the shame of
his having lied to escape a sentence
of the court, even though It be death.
He went to his home, disposed of
what he possessed, made all arrangements, told his family and flienos
good-band upon the day appointed
for the execution he appeared early
In the morning and plured himself In
Men. the
the hands of the Light-Hors- e
Indian peace officers corresponding io
sheriffs. He was dressed In the best
elnthe be iiosesed. for In them he
would be burled. It was the duty of
a member of the Light Horse Men to
tire the fatal shot.
Ilmv They Were Sliol.
All Seminole executions were ex
actly alike. The victim was blindfolded ami placed upon a stone at the
foot of the execution tree, with his
back to the tree. A piece of white
paper Just the size of a human heart
was cut heart shaped and this pinned
over the heart of the person to be
shot. This furnished the target for
man. The executioner
the light-hors- e
was usuallv fifteen Paces from the
person to be shot. No member of the
light-hors- e
was allowed to shoot a
man unless he was known to be a
dead shot, and there Is notknown an
Instance where the first bullet fired
failed to pierce the paper heart
Ueath was practically install':' ;eous.
An Indian shot by law was never
burliMl In a graveyard with other per
sons, not even members of his own
family. He was picked up from the
foot of the execution tree w here he
had fallen and In the same clothes
and without a coffin, was burled In
the woods nearest at hand and na
stone or slab was erected to mark th
soot. When an Indian had commit
ted an offense that was punishable by
death, he was kHIed and forgotten as
soon as wHsible,
Minnie mill Just Indian I.uws.
from the
cittne
The Seminole
Kverglades of Florida to Indian tet
ritory. There they left their kins
men and in their western home they
set up a new and Independent gov
eminent. They are closely allied to
the Creeks, speak the same language
but they have always maintained dts
tlnct laws, a separate legislature and
This Idenmade their own treaties.
tity they maintained to the last. Their
nation was created into a county by
Itself anil was named Seminole
county, and the county seat Is the old
Indian capital, Wewoka.
There Is reason to doubt whether
the Jurisdiction of the United States,
as placed In the federal courts, has
been an Improvement over the old
Seminole laws. There has certainly
since than
been more lawlessness
there was before federal control. Hut
this is possibly due to the fact that
Oklahoma, with Its line saloons, furnished liquor to the Indians, and this
Is responsible for many crimes comThe
mitted in the Seminole nation.
most noteworthy incident of this was
crossed
two
Indians
the time when
over Into Oklahoma, got drunk, and
returning home assaulted and murdered a white woman. Two Seminole boys were later killed and burned by a white mob for this crime and
was narrowly
an Indian uprising
averted.
It Is certain that the old code of
Indian laws was simple, effective and
wa.s enforced.
There were no Jail
sentences because there were no Jails.
Two forms of punishment were used,
For minor ofthe lash and death.
fenses the lah was used, the severity
depending on the crime committed.
If an offense punishable by flogging
was repeated, then the death sentence
was Imposed. Horse stealing was on
a par with murder, and. in fact, a
horse thief got less consideration.
An old deputy marshal who has
ridden the Seminole nation for thirty
years says that the Semiuoles are the
best fighters, the most vindictive and
the hardest to capture of any of the
five Indian tribes when they once gi
on the scout when they find there U
a warrant out for their arrest.

EVENING CITIZEN.

which is therefore richer in
than other beers.
In addition, it has the exquisite flavor of the choicest
hops, with all of their tonic
properties.
Pabst malts for food values.
Pabst brews for health qualities. The name Pabst guarantees both purity and excellence.
food values
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When ordering beer, ask
for Pabst Biue Ribbon.

Made by Pabst at Milwaukee
Ar.J botUeJ only at the Brewery.

Krnest Meyers & Co..
11611S W. Silver Ave., Albuquerque.
Phone 12a.
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g'nnl paint from bad by just looking
at a pot of paint. It's only after it
li is been exposed to the
weather for
a few months that you can see the
effects of poor paint. Then it U too
.'ate.
If you buy your paints of us
you always get good paint
the kind

that wears.
RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO,

Corner Third and Marquette

BBUABLB."

ESTABLISHED

L. B. PUTNEY

17I

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carrie, the largest and

Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Grocerle.
In the Southwest.

Id

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

C000aOtc0
THE

ALBUQUERQUE

N

M

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
W HULLS ALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkofe Roofin

First and Marqaette

o

Albuquerque, New LUztzo
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evening citizen.
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mniirr." said the

BREAKS JAIL

Special

Rubber

INJEAR 1893

Tired
Folding

Go-Car-

Arrested After Fourteen Years
Flight From Justice. Was
Trying to Atone.

ts

$2.50 and up

" BEKT

Heywood - Wakefield and
Fulton
Make
happy children. Don't fall
to see the 12.50 cart.

WE

PACK 8ETKR.

YOU

WANT

you ig w Ifo. 'When
they first told me about it tins motn-- 1
I
ing thought it w as all an Apt II fool
1oke."
"I never told her," f;ti.. Jackson,
patting her shoulder lovingly,
I thought she'd never have to
know. Hut this is irjhat will show
whether my little girl really loves me
or not."
She smiled over nt him. clasped his
hand and said: "I'll stick to vou.
one doesn't marry for the bright
hours only, but for the dark sides
even more."
The mother, though knowing about
the charge against
her son, whs
equally surprised by his arrest, and
both women were tearful. Hut both
will go to St. Johns and put In their
pleas for Jackson.

Just a Word
Mr. Clothes Buyer!
Have you purchased your summer suit?
If not, be fair with yourself this time artl read Cr
'
fully what we have to say.
It's money saved If you do.
You will need a summer suit here's your chance.
A complete line of garments
that for ftyle, nobby
patterns, fit, workmanship and wearing qualities ar
unexcelled; manufactured by

Go-Ca- n.

This Was Call of A. W. Jackson LAWFUL
to Return to Sentence on
Charge of Arson.

W.Y.FrutrBlleFurnitureCo
Cir. Coal and Second

--

or "good

xxooooooooooooc

Department!
bexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
GEORGE

luck"

The load l within forty
miles of Taos, the most noteworthy of
all the Pueblo", and an extension to
that point l projected.
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific company's capitalization In-- I
eludes $15,000,000 of 5 per cent first
mortgage bond authorised and 17,-- I
000. 000 Issue. i. together with $1,000,- Although
000 of preferred stock.
the railway has been completed only
g
two months, and the
and
operations are still only
partly developed, the company Is al
ready earning Its fixed charges and 5
per cent on the preferred stock.
Henry oKehler, Jr., of St. Louis, Is
president; J. Van Houten, of Katon.
vice president and general manager.
and U. H. hi. Turner, etiler engineer
NEW PROJECT FOR
I'AMIAXDI.K IX TEXAS.
Austin, Tex., May 1. Another rail-froad propect Vki means much to
Panhandle section and a large
' '
, ; ' T" 'J', "
, '
between Hereford and Stanton, and
to be known as the Panhandle Short
line.
On the Texas & Pacific railroad, a distance of about two hundred miles, the work of construction
began today. The plans of the promoters contemplate building a direct
line from Boulder, Colo., to a point
on the Texas coast, passing through
San Angelo and probably San

Indian.

RAILROAD!
GOULD

Detroit. Mich, May 1. "Pert, we
want you."
With these words Detectives Seymour and Downey brought to an end
fourteen years of liberty which Albert W. Jackson, aged forty years,
has been taking since his escape from
Jail In St. Johns. Mich.
All these
years he has been living under the
shadow of the old life and the constant fear of apprehension has been
ever present with him. When he
was young he admits he was a "bad
egg," and served one term In Ionia,
but Insists he has lived a life of
rectitude for many years. Jackson
has. married and is paying for a
house out of his wages.
When he stepped from Harper hospital Monday, where he had been
operated on for an injury received In
a street car accident and was placed
under arrest. Jackson covered his
face with his hands and wept.
Ilmko Jail In ISO:!.
It was in 1893 that Jackson committed the offense for which he will
have to go back to St. Johns, Mich.,
for trial. He has been confined In
the jail there for thirty days, awaiting trial on the double charge of
arson and burglary when a threat
made by Sheriff Lelnnd and a boast
of his ability to recapture Jackson
in case he should try to escape while
allowed the freedom of tne corridor,
aroused his ire and he decided to
leave and Rhow the sheriff that It
could be done. Two brothers, named
Will and George Nlles, were with
him in the corridor. They obtained
an Iron crowbar, pried the bars of
the window-- part, while Jackson went
to quiet the other prisoners, and the
three men raised the window and
crawle.l through the bars. Jackson
and Will Niles marie their way to
Florida.
Niles left there first, returned to
his old haunts, and was captured and
sent up for two years. Jackson went
to different parts
of the country.
Ohio. Indiana,
Texas, and finally
Michigan. working
steadily as a
e
operator, and arrived
in Detroit two years ago, without
once having any officers on his trail.
His story of the charge on w hich he
was awaiting trial Is an odd one. He
'savs that he v:is riillnc u tilnvel

FAVORS

coal-minin-

coke-maki-

GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP;
"
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AS AN 1NVKNTOK MAGNATE KVKX
FA VOItS .11 DK IOI S SI l"KK- VISION OF SKCUUTY
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1.
Before leaving,
Europe the
other day, tleorge J.
,,,
i.;
disclosed
interview.
.!....ih
himself as an earnest advocate oi
government control of railroads, even
to the extent of a Judicious supervision over railroad security issues.
Mr. Gould expressed his faith In
the sincerity of purpose of President
corRoosevelt in his policy toward good
porations. He emphasized the
that have been effected
results
through reforms Instituted by the Incommission. Credit
commerce
terstate
conditions, he believes, will Improve
If the spread of further hostile legislation Is checked.
"As an investor." said Mr. Oould,
"I am glad to see a reasonable supervision kept over the roads. I would
not even oppose a judicious government supervision over issues of railThe doing away of
road securities.
a lirst-rat- e
rebates was certainly
From the standpoint
achievement.
both of the railroads and the public
the check to rebating was just and
right. The system was an outrage on
shippers and the public, and it is a
wonder that they stood It so long as
they did. The cutting off of passes
was another good move.
"What do I think of the tendency to legislative action on the part
if a number of states of the union,
io fix an arbitrary rate of two cents a
Well, if
mile on passenger traflic?
you want my candid opinion, 1 think
only
is
the
It
pernicious.
It most
cloud that I can see on the financial
Passenger traffic at the
horizon.
present rates is carried on at a loss
in some Instances at a severe loss.
Cut thu rate down to two cents a mile
and a serious situation confronts all
railway managements."
In reply to the question as to his
opinion of the financial condition of
the Gould railways, in view of the
fact that they did not follow the program of other roads In contracting
heavy loans, Mr. Gould siad:
loans.
"I don't believe in short-ternote issue Is a
I think the short-termad and dangerous form of financing.
Jn the case, for instance, of a three-yea- r
loan, in the life of a corporation
you've only just turned round before
such notes become due. It is an un
wise and expensive method of linanc-in-

New York, May

m

g.

"As I leave the country I feel that
all the railroad companies with which
I am Identified have been provided
for, so far as their immediate needs
are concerned, and so far as credit
conditions would permit.
"There appears to be a fueling."
said Mr. Gould, "that we should hav.'
supported our securities during the
recent decline. I am a bull on my
own properties, and that is one of the
reasons why no attempt has been
made to lend artificial support to the
Mock market prices on our securities.
To have done so, in my opinion,
would have been an unwise move. In
these offices the present monetary
condition was foreseen more than a
year ago.
"If prices of our stocks had been
maintained, or run up hth figures, as
was the case with certain conspicuous
issues .the result would have been
equally unfortunate,
li was inevitable that prices would come down
with the
natural consequence of
It was
heavy losses to investors.
much better to let matters take their
own course and leave Wall street ai
liberty to express in its way its judgment as to the market value of stocks
of the Gould roads."
INDEPENDENTS OX EVEN
HAMS WITH STANDARD Oil,.
Cleveland, May 1. The railroads
have made a big concession to the inTile independdependent oil men.
ents will no longer have to pay $101
for the return of an empty tank from
the Pacific coast to a refinery east of
the Missouri river. A rate that, it Is
said, nan been a big factor in the success of the Standard Oil company is
Both moves are made In
withdrawn.
advance of the interstate commerce
commission hearing to be held at
Washington May
Notice to this effect has been received at the headquarters of the National Petroleum association in this
of rates
city.
The readjustment
means that the Standard oil company
loses an exclusive rate of 78' cents
a hundred from central freight and
Trunk line territory to the western
coast.
THINGS ARE DOING
ON THE SANTA IT
"How's business? was asked General Agent T. K. Punray, of the Santa
Pe. this morning.
"Uuahiu " he answered, "in the next
out of
tluee days we will operate
Albuquerque fourteen special trains,
loaded with tourists, Shriners, soldiers and immigrants who are taking
advantage of the cheap rates on now.
Trains are crowded, boiu east and
west.
"A loo kat the machine shops shows
that the machinists have enough work
on hand in overhauling locomotives,
cars, and other equipment for six
months to tome, and still the dam-i'ge- d
material piles up every day."
Manager Pellow of 'the Alvarado
sanl this morning that the Harveys
hail made wholesale preparations toDie
several
ward accommodating
thousiinl persons who will arrive and
Itpart from this city within the
Mutt days.
'I". IXtt IS.K04 KV .MOUNTAIN
mm: F.itvs 5 I'Ki: i im.
A
railroad that will aid materially
'lie industrial development of
has just been completer! in
.
Mei, i,y
s, I.uw,
Ac
Mountain
I'aeith- Jtailwav ionipu..v.
'
ii""'
.
k"un ioraliy as
Mountain route." or more fre.
r.ient.y. perhaps, as the "Swastika
joute, the .iiiLlem adopted
being the

or

"

TRAINS START
AIOI,IS & ST. I .Oils UOAD.
Watertown, S. 13., May 1. Passenger trains began running
on
the
Minneapolis & St. Louis railroad today. That the Minneapolis & St.
Louis railroad is planning to extend
its line west of the Missouri river. Is
announced by the fact that arteslans
wells are being sunk, and the river
bed has been sounded to ascertain
if it is practicable to bulla a bridge.
A. A. Phillips, the switchman, who
assaulted O. N. FItafferty,
another
switchman, two weeks ago. and who
was bound over to the grand Jury,
charged with assault with Intent to
kill, was released from the county jail
vesterdav afternoon on $300 bond.
James MasFarlane and Frank Moses,
the other members of the gang, who
were fined $25 and costs, are still In
the county jail, with seventeen days to
serve vet.
Passenger train No. 1 pulled into
4
Albuquerque this morning about
o'clock, anrl did not leave tintil 7:30
this morning, which enabled the
early rising passengers to see some
thing of the town and take breakfast.
m
The Western association's new Interchangeable mileage books were put
on sale today In a) lthe states whr-r-the two-cefare law was passed.
freight
locomotive of the
Another
Central Mexicano passed through here
this morning. No. K13.
ON MINNE- -

,,.

ft,.,-;;-.-

Kohn Brothers

UNION

j

A. C. ISILK KIC and JOHX S. MITCIIKI.L invite tlielr friends to make
New .Mexico headquarters at

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles,
and patronage

is appreciated.

Courtesy

$12.00

to

$25.00.

We've a complete line of
furnishings.
The "little things" that all good dreesert want "Just
te

right."

You'll find them

here

right."

right"

"Just

priced

"Just

.4u

MAN DELL

M.

Fine Clothing & Furnishing

200 REWARD.
Whooping Cough.
I have used Chamberlain's Cough
Is offered for the captnr of
Remedy In my family In cases of
whooping cough, and want to tell you tlmo Pettlne. the murderer of Bess-det-to
ed
that it Is the best medicine I have
Berardlnelll. Crlma was
ever used. W, F. Gaston, Posco, Ga.
Monday,
FebAlbuquerque
in
This remedy is safe and sure. For ruary 4.
sale by all druggists.
C. A. and C. GRAKDB.
eon-mltt-

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and

I it ILL the
AND

COUCH

CURE thb LUNC8

IK
Nov; Discovery
WITH

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Dr.

C

frlct

ONSUMPTION

BOcfcSI.OO
Fret Trial.

OUGHSand
OLDS

Thos. F. Keleher

California

Your friendship

Clilcagr
MADE CLOTHING.
An opportunity to get such exceptlcnal values seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garments.
VXIOX

mi

rmm

by-la-

and

attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel ami Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

DKVOKS READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square. Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT .
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Years.
JAP-A-LA-

C.

408 Wist Railroad Avtna

Surest and Uuickest Cure for ali
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY SACK.
MOTT'S

PENNYROYAL

PILLS

They Avrrcome Weafcnk tr?n
Uriiy and outipttii,tm;rakav)rcr-fciinan lull
jmint of mwvtnMa
linn." They tiv
lie ItnTOt--'
to (rlrl 1 1 womanhood. awin d
N
of orpHii mnA
women
remedy
known
for
not do harm Uf
I
tlirm.
cnti.f a tilrfnrv Ml asy
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to his own

home In owosso.
wnen he noticed a lire In a farm
"am, owned oy a man for wnom he
U!d to work. He left his wheel in
'he road and starter! for the fire. He
stopped to get a drink, and finding
" , UP t 'he windmill, walked Into
'he kitchen anil took the dipper. He
vas seen in there by farm hands.
who yelled. "He's In there.
Weil
kill him."
Jackson says he didn't feel like
being killed for a firebug when he
knew nothing about the business, and
ittempted
to escape through the
front door, but was captured.
Served Oiu Term.
His other arrest, and the one for
which he served time, occurred In
Lansing, where he was convicted of
grand larceny and sentenced for two
years in l&tsT. He was sent to Ionia,
but escaped from there after eight
months. He went to Texas, and from
there to the Sandwich Islands, writing from there to the authorities. "If
you want me, send here for me and
'.oil can have me."
SNOW DRIVES OEER
They didn't send, and a while later
Jackson returner! voluntarily, gave
himself up find served the balance
of his term.
Hut he Insists that he has been a
changed man since the St. Johns In- Icirlent. His actions bear out his
Colorado Springs, May 1.
itnill statement.
When he i,nlii, nt hlii
twelve miles of this city many pas- - .home Jackson broke down a trifle
sengeis on the Short Line train to once more. "The poor little girl."
Cripple Creek yesterday morning. In- - he said, sadly then explained that
lurimg a numuer or visiting snriners, n(; had
on January 18 last
saw for the first time in their lives a ., young married
Syrian girl only twenty-on- e
bunch of deer, consisting of four years old.
His mother v.as living
bucks ami three does. Driven down with them, anrl Jackson
was
from the heights of St. Peter's Dome a certain sum each month forpaying
their
and Haiti Mountain by the snow, the home at N'o. 418 Sydney avenue.
animals were feeding within lull feet Jackson has been working- ol late for
of the track and the passengers had a the Humphrey Itookcase
company,
tare chance to see Colorado deer in he says, following his trade as u.
their native haunts. The animals did woodworker.
not seem much alarmed, am! several
Irficated in Hospital.
line km! tk pictures were taken of the
Three weeks ano the local police
group. The deer were seen at mile received
word from St. Johns that
post No. 13. which is at tile head of Jackson harl been
in Detroit.
North Cheyenne canyon.
Downey anrl Seymour finally located
his home, tt nl went there to arrest
The Price or Health.
him. when they learned that he was
"The price of health in a malarious in Harper hospital
for treatment.
district is Just 25 cents; the cost of a While the patient was recovering he
box of Dr. King's New Life Pills,1 did not know that he was under conwrites Ella Slayton, of Noland, Ark. stant surveillance, ami that the hosNew Life Pills cleanse gently and Im- pital authorities had been notltied to
part new life and vigor to the sys- communicate
with the detectives
tem. i5c. Satisfaction guaranteed at
he was discharged.
Monday afternoon Jackson's white-haire- d
all druggists.
o
mother anrl pretty,
O. K. Wd"hiiig machines are the
ouiig wife visited tile detective
ond hand, at re- I', lit-- in ami wete allowed to talk with
bet. New aiol
duced prices, 4. o0 and up. Futrelle the prisoner.
"I never knew a thing about this
Co.
Furniture

5 SY AND DURABLE
Briefly sums up the qualities of
our St. Regis. If style and wearing quality count for anything
with you here is just the shoe
you have been looking for. It
is a patent colt blucher, box kid
top, single sole a shoe full of
snap and dash, yet well made
and durable. Price, $4.
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DON J.RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE.

REAL. ESTATJV
LOANS.
Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10. N. T. ArmUo Bulldlna

Announcement

Having acquired an interest in the
Plumbing: and Heating
Standard
company, Mr. John Strumqutst will in
riRBt
future have charge of the mechanical
INUURANCK
department and attend to the instalSecretary Mutual Building Annuals
lation of all plumbing and heating tlon. Office at 217 West Rallrao
work entrusted to this company.
avenne.

A. E. WALKER.,

m

KEITH'S
KONQUEROR

SHOES

Standard Plumbing & Keating Go

.

CHAPLIN.

.Mat.
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Do You Need
try us

BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES
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B&SK

2

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

koccoccocccooc

212

NORTH SECOND ST.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All Kinds of

DENVER

&

RIO

GRANDE

Fresh and Salt

Steam Sauna pe Factory.
EMIL KLI EXWORT
Masonic Building, North Third

RAILROAD

7.

A. SLEYSTER

INSURANCE, REAL E STATS
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and 14 Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 111.
--

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

J. KORBER & CO.

e,

'

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions. Bar-Graiand Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Llqwor'
and Cigars. Place your orders fe
this line with us.
NORTH THIItD ST.

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M and

through the fertile San Lula valley: also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

lii-i- i

riark-skln-o-

The
"SHORT LINE"

the

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

WOOL

n

WILLI

j

00tCOK5000t)OOO0Or

MAUGER

Ton x an API

-

PriK-htnn-

W. E.

with Raube and Mauger
Office, 115 North First St.
ALBCQrERQCE.
N. 14.

have lininjrs which cannot
wrinkle, beir.sr moulded to the last. Popular with young
inen. All styles. Try a pair. Vou will be delighted with
them.
Pr"tiii It. Kelih Miin- ,.. Makers,

i

nt

Ni-V-

Mich.,

OE LABOR

The tight of a labor union under Its
constitution anrl
to procure
the dismissal of a member from his
upon
employment
his suspension from
the union is brought before the supreme court of New Jersey In the
case of Hrennan vs. I'nlted Hatters
of North America, 85 Atlantic
165.
The court questions
wnetner any member or a union can
make an agreement that on his prop
er conviction, or on charges submit
ted and tried in accordance with the
union's rules, he shall lose his place
of employment and his opportunity
of gaining other employment within
the union's district. The New Jersey
bill of rights confers on everv man
the right to engage In such 'lawful
business as he may choose.
The
rignt or one seeking employment to
have every opportunity to'
ln it
and retain It Is as precious In the
El'KEKA!
eye of the law as the right of the
Yes I Hwve Found It at Last.
employer. The court holds that acFound what? Why that Chambertions for enticing away servants, and
lain's Salve cures eczema and all
that a recovery may be had.
manner of Itching of the skin. I
Gentle and Kirertlve.
have been afflicted for many years
A well
known Manitoba editor with skin disease. I had to get up
writes: "As an inside worker I find
Chamberlain'
Stomach and Liver three or four times every night and
Tablets Invaluable for the touches of wash with cold water to allay the
biliousness natural to sedentary life, terrible itching, but since using this
their action being gentle and elTectlve, salve in December, 1905, the Itching
clearing the digestive tract and the has stopped and has not troubled
me.
Price, 26 cents, Samples
nead.
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootville,
free. All druggists.
Pa. For sale by all druggists.

wood-machin-

i

RIGHTS

General

8. K. HOOPEIt,
A Ticket Agent
Penver, Colo.

raaenger

Give us your ROUGH DRY woX
Monday, acd get It back Wedaedas,
Imperial Laundry Co.

B
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Its Location

BELEN IS 11 MILES POUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
, AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25lH0
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. U GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COST.
1NG 116,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB: A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
BELEN
MERCANTILE
THE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, F LOU It, WHEAT. WINE.
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY tS THE NEAR rUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
N. M

V
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COME

TO BELEN, N, M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
0HN BECKER,

Pres.

&
B

9t)
KCOOa0a0
A

0B

Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN', EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOCTn.

aB

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL,
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.

B
B

S,

Im-

WM. M. BERBER.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE TEAR,
ONE-THIR-

B
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TWO-THIRD-

WITH

SeCJ

B
H
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PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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Al.HUQUKRQUE

rAGH EIGHT.

PERSONAL.

sec-tlni-

11:45 p. m.
7
12:05 a. m.

First
section,
g
First
second section,
No.

9

412:40

W. n
the city.

By a Sure Method
Shoes are a Source of Woe
When They are Big it is Friction
When They are Small it is Pinching

Ill-Fitti-

X.,. i First section. 7:4" p. m.;
i,
second section, ll:3 l. m.I third

Our shoe. on nccounl of their perfect lilting qualities, never
abuse the foot. Tliey jrive relief: give It Iim vGthout sacrl'lcv of
style. In fart, tliey are a combination of comfort mill
tlint
It will pay you to Investigate.
$2,011 to $1.00
Men's Shoe
1.8.1 to 4.00
Men's Oxfords
1.75 to 5.00
Women's Shoe
1..10 to .1.50
Women's Oxfords
(lilltlren'A Shoes anil Oxford
1.00 to 2. SO

Midea.

1:45 a. in.!
1:50 a. in.
section, 10:15 p. m.;
10:25 p. m.
n. m.

section.

of Sliver City,

is In

c. c. Strnufe, of Santa Fe. Is in
the city today.
H. K. White, of Fort Worth, Texas.
Is In the illy.
A. Merrltt. Jr., of Las Vegas, was
here yesterday.
J. P. Dohcrty, of .Santa Fe, arrived
here last night.
H. 1. Hlitdington, of F.l Paso, Is
in the city nn huslness.
J. A. Macatiloy, of Berkeley, Cal., Is
In the city on business.
Mrs. Solomon Luna Is In Santa Fe
the guest of Mrs. A. M. Pergere.
Miss Anita Scott, of Duluth. Minn.,
is here visitinf Miss Hessle Halhrhlgf.
S. Sellgman, of Thornton. X. M.,
had business in the city last night.
A. P. Phltory. of Santa Fe, was
here yesterday, a guest at the Stui-Res.

J. ('. Herney, a business man of
Fort Worth. Texas, is in the city to-

BRIGHAM
Headquarters for Coffee

C. N.
118-12-

S.

0

2nd.

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Packages, IBc and Stc per lb.
t lb. tins. 480.

b.
lb

tins, 85c.
.tins. 1.00.

Capitol Coffee
bucket,

b.

with

premium,

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
1-

11.00.

2-

Something unique
Bulk coffee, tOo to 40c.

GEO. W. HICKOX

can.

T. Y. MATNARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

a

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE Alt OH FRONT

SOUTH

SECOND

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

321-32-

3

W.R.R.Ave- -

ST.

GO.

Tlnners

Alaska Refrigerators
lOur.
Refrig-

erators
the
most

is

..complete

in the city

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

Ellin

THE

Palace

RAILROAD

Dlameadt, Watches, Jewelry, Ctt Gkm c;lci
foar trads and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

Las Cruces, from attending court at
Alamogordo.
Mrs. M. Hernardlnelll. of Santa Fe,
Is In the city visiting her mother, Mrs.
tl. Palladino.
F. P. Winter and F. I). McCune.
two business men of Denver, arrived
here last night.
Ellen J. Clark and Maria H. Clark,
of Marquette, Mich., are in the city,
en route to California.
Miss Marie S. Marmon, of Hager-maN. M., came to Albuiueriue last
night to do some shopping.
There will be an adjourned regu
lar meeting of the Klks tonight, at
o'cloc. Initiation and lunch.
Mrs. J. A. Cohern, of Ontario. Can
ada, stopped over In Albuquerque last
night en route to the Pacific coast.
William Cooner Talt. of GlasgowNew Brunswick. Canada, arrived in
the city last night on a pleasure trip
I)r D. C. Lobbl, representing the
Occidental Life Insurance company, Is
In Santa Fe on a policy selling trip
Mr. and Mrs. David Weiller left
this afternoon for California and the
Pacific coast, to be absent a month,
leaving on the limited.
641
No.
Albuquerque
council
Knights of Columbus, will meet to
night at Its hall on Gold avenue, at S
o'clock. Business of Importance.
Charles Itemker, of Belen, N. M.,
connected with the railroad construction work going on there, arrived In
the city last night and Is at the Stur-ge- s.

"KNIGHTS OF THE ROAD"
TO

MEET

IN

EL

PASO

silverware

AVE.
We

'

iou

Paso. May I. Arrangements are
about completed for the T. P. A. banquet to be held at the Sheldon on Friday evening.
The programs for the
convention have been priuted and are
now In the hands of Secretary Lorent-ze- u
of Post R. The uniform badge
are also in the hand of the secretary
tomorrow
and will be distributed
morning. These latter are works of
art. From the top of the badge hangs
r,
a Mexican
which Is backed
with blue ribbon. A five plnted star
on the face is used as a pendant. The
words "Eighteenth Annual Conven
tion. May 2 to 4, 1907," are also en
graved upon the star's face. The programs and menu cards are also attracting most favorable comment from
all who have seen them.
Several of the traveling' men have
already arrived and each Incoming
train now Is expeced to bring Increasing numbers of delegates and members. An unusually Interesting convention is expected and everything In
connection with the affair seems to
forecast a lively reunion of "Knights
Sheriff Perfecto Arniijo and three of the Road."
deputies returned to the city last
Bring us your Job worK. Prices
night, from escorting seven prisoners
to the territorial penitentiary at San- the very lowest and the work will
stand Inspection anywhere. Business
ta Fe.
Joseph Tune and daughter, of Den- and calling eirds a specialty.
ver. Colo., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
CASKS AltE I P
John Cuneo, of North Sixth street.
IX SOITII CAROLINA.
of Mr.
Mr. Turre Is a brother-in-la1.
D. C, May
Washington
The
Cuneo.
of the Arrewville ManufacturThe commencement exercises of the cases
company,
ing
the Riverside Mills and
government Industrial School for InCharles I,. Qulmby (South Carodians at Santa Fe begin this evening. the
merchants)
cases now before the
lina
Thirteen boys and girls will graduate Interstate commerce
commission, alfrom the various departments.
leging
rates of transpor-talo- u
exorbitant
Superintendent Telford, of the teragainst the Southern railway
ritorial penitentiary, has returned to and the Clyde Steamship company,
the territory from a visit to his home et a!., are being argued today In this
In Kansas, and expects
to resume city. R. J. Southatl. of Augusta, Ga.,
work on the Scenic Highway again.
represents the parties, and Is arguing
Mrs. H. B. Numford and child, of against transportation lines. The concity
Va.,
In
Richmond,
arrived
the
tention Is that the rate charged on
tlil.s morning.
Mrs. Numford has southern cotton goods manufactured
been spending several months at the by the cotton mills bringing the suits
Grand Canyon, and 4s en route home. Is excessive, when they are shipped
A rumor was reported about town to northern or New England points.
If the contention of the mills Is susthi sufiernoon that the boy and girl tained
it will mean a refunding of an
who eloped from Denver Tuesday, immense
of money to the
and ulii. ure alleeed to have heen mills and amount
addition thereto a remarried at Haton, were In t he city. duction on in
freight
rates of the future.
The police were unable to locate These cases aggregate
around two
them, however.
millions of dollars In refunded rates
Prof. J. E. Clark, territorial super- of freight paid out to twenty-nin- e
of
intendent of public Instruction, has the leading transportation companies
vishaving
to
of the United States, including steamreturned
Santa Fe after
ited the schools of Albuquerque and ship companies of the Pacific trade
Las Vegas, and the New Mexico Col- lines, doing a transportation business
lege of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts with China and Japan.
at Mesllla Park.
The California limited arrived here MAINE SPORTSMEN
on
HAVE CHANGES TO NOTE.
tills morning at 11:35 o'clock,
time, Willi an unusually large crowd
Portland, Me., May 1. Sportsmen
of passengers aboard, all en route to who are peeking Majiif (Mr sport
Yesterday the limited have one considerable change to note,
California.
was more than seven hours late, ar- in that the open season for muskrats
riving about 8 o'clock.
has changed from December 1 to
May 13v and so the fugacious little
Theater goers will be disappointed muckrat
can not be hunted or trap
to learn that Mary Mannering has ped.
All sportsmen must have lic
cancelled her engagement at the Elks ence to hunt In Maine If they are
opera house.
The news came last not taxed for real or personal propnight.
The great actress gives Hi erty. The deerskin law Is amended
health as her reason for not being so that now only a license is required
able to keep the engagement.
to buy deer skins, and otter, sable
ami Usher. Residents are not to take
In order to make the visiting Shrin-er- s more
one deer out of the state
at home and welcome, especially In onethan
season.
those who will be here only a few
minutes, Manager Pellow, of the
Good men.
with clean
put a number of the hotel WANTED
records, as agents for the Colorado
employes to work this morning makNational Life Assurance Company
ing the hotel sample room Into a tem
Liberal contracts and good terrl
tory In New Mexico and Arizona
open.
Prewltt & Prewltt. Mana
gers, Commercial Club building.

WANTED Position as Job compost'
tor In good office. First class man
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City
1:4, State salary when writing.

ar

A fine line of Boys' Suits
Youths Suits

$3.00 to $7.50

$8.00 to $18.00

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Gold

122 South Second

MIDI

AVE.

You'll find the Hart Schaffner
clothes In our store; as
Rood nn evidence of our good
quality as j on can ask.
l,
correct stylo, perfect tailoring nnd a fit guaranteed
The same standard of quality
all through tlie store
& Murx

All-woo-

tors;

No

of

'

l&ii

Wf?f,

1

1

l

Fads-B-

Priced

-

ki,X

would want $13
r ti.,....

-J

Also Nice Suits

at

$10 to $15
Boys' black suits for confirmation. Call and Nee them. We
also have all the fixings) which
naturally go with good clothes
for man or boy.

Copyright

1907 by
Hart Sctuffner W Marx

I

SIMON
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

J

n,

o

U

W

(Lri

NORTH FIRST STREET

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools

I

WATER
COOLERS

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN
MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers
None Better

:

:

555S13

0O
0
0
O

Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

O

Harvesting Machinery

O

Not Made by the Trust

0

o

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - --

0
O

FULLY WARRANTED

vE--

Write
"'jo',',W,'."tS!'tlfXl,iSr'

-

T-

c

Prices

Albuquerque. Ae

Mexico

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again laying something about Horn In
surance,
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Ariiona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the
vlctlon
home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasise the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when U can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It 1 gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it Is to keep his insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.

w

H CANNOT

con-com- es

Address Home Office,
TICKETS

R.R

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

MssoetstloB Office

Trsassctloos

I

Guaranteed

ROSENFIEID'S,

I

IB W.

R.R.

Ave.

est

$20 to S28

Vonr tailor
.r ' ivvWv I t.i..K r... an..

P-

o
ately

- -

MM

1

Freaks-N-

Between Railroad and Coppw Ave., Tel. 74

half-dolla-

clothes.
Those are ready-to-weLook closely. They fit with style that is uncom- mon. That is not there by accident They will
fit you the same way. We can prove it. Come
in and try on and ask how much. A pleasure.

s

Yd Ml

'

IXil:

o

Kl

Our ROUGH DRT work aon's have
to ba washed over. Imperial Laun
dry Co.

Look in Our Windows

Wo

B

115-11- 7

w

Line of

Diamond

day.
(!. W. Spencer and wife, of Silver
City, are in the city visiting and shopping.
Judge Kllswoith Ingalls went to
Las Vegas this morning on legal business.
Hon. H. P. Holt has returned to

107.

CLOTHES

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

Spring Lamb

I,

M AV

HIGH TONEI

MARKET

TRAIN ARRIVALS.

No.
No.
second
No,

porary reception room.
The room
was given a thorough scrubbing, floor
and walls, and when the firm cara
van of noble crime 111 tonight the
floor will .e covered with
Navajo
rugs.
lloyt post, the Detroit lawyer who
was In the city recently looking after
Ills Interests In the American Lumber
company, appreciated the courtesies
shown him by the Albuquerque Com
mercial club and as a result of this
appreciation the club treasury Is $2.'
better off.
The money came by
check and was accompanied by n let
ter in which Mr. lloyt thanked the
members of the club for the courtesies he end his son received duiinR
their stay In the city.
Rev. J. W. Marsh, recently railed
to the pastorate of the Congregational
church, will arrive here tomorrow and'
will as soon as possible move Into t!i?
Farr residence, on the Highlands,
which It Is rumored he has purchased. A warm welcome awaits th"
new pastor from the church community In this city, as he Is already well
jj
known through his former occupancy g
of the Congregational pulpit.
H
The town of Kenna, which recently
changed Its name and came out with
a weekly newspaper. Is now going to
have a bank. The new Institution
will be known as the Kenna Bank and g
g
Trust company, and starts business
with $15,000 paid up capital. The
are Chas. H. Sims, president;
II. S. Hallow ay, vice president; W. P..
Scott, cashier.
Col. D. K. B. Sellers, father of the
movement to change the name of
Railroad avenue, received a letter this
morning from Joseph Barnett. owner
of considerable Railroad avenue property, who Is In San Francisco.
Mr.
Harnett writes that he favore the
name of Main street.
Frank Mulholland. a well known
attorney of Toledo, Ohio, and Mrs.
Mulholland. ai rived In the city lasi
night, en route to California. While
here they were the guests of Judge
They left
and Mrs. George Craig.
this afternoon on the limited.
HERMAN ZWEIGART
8
8
Phil Grant, master carpenter for
company
at
the American Lumber
PROPRIETOR
jj
Ketlner. returned to that place last 8
night after a few days visit in the city.
Arno
& Coal
Phone 185
It is very Important that everytax-paye- r
in the city Is out next Saturday
to cast a vote for the city building
nccioocxxxxciooocxxxxxxxxyoto
bonds.
Don't forget the city building bonds
election Mr. Taxpayer.

MEAT

IXRF.C'AST.

Denver. Colo. May 1. Fair tonight
and Thutsday. rising temperature.

Corns and Bunions
Cured

WEIN1.AV,

Ihhm

LOCAL AND
W F. A TIIEK

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, iV.JM.
I""!"D'IW

o
o
0

